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This is the second and final volume of High Magic: Theory and Practice, concluding our 

long and detailed exploration of both Western and Eastern magical systems from an 

undogmatic modern viewpoint primarily focused on their practical implications and 

usability. Being an authentic sequel, perusal of volurne 1 is obviously required to make 

the most use of what is being presented here for the advanced practitioner. 

Following up from where we left off, many subjects will be pursued in greater depth, 

aligning them with the overall picture of applied pragmatic magic. Equally, many chal

lenging new areas will be addressed, some of them for the first time in an English book 

publication. 

Consequently, the nonlinear approach developed in volume 1 will be retained here. 

Rather than concatenate a library of longish self-contained monographs and essays cov

ering a plethora of topics as if they were entirely unrelated, we have adopted the policy 

of dovetailing them by splitting up the theoretical and practical material into what is, 

after all, a comprehensive course of teaching and practical experimentation. This par

ticular procedure, developed over decades of trial-and-error, has proven to be the most 

effective and time-saving method for many thousands of practitioners. 

Finally, it bears repeating that our nonnegotiable aitn is to assist you, the reader, in 

mastering the art and science of high magic as an independent, liberated individual

free from any of the restraints typically imposed by sectarian magical orders and nar

row minded guru worship, so very abundant in conventional dogmatic magic. 

• 

• 
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If anything, we, as magicians, should view each other as compeers, pilgrims, and 

explorers pursuing the same magnum opus. This leaves no room for self-serving totem 

pole hierarchies. Thus, we will abide by the old motto of that purportedly most secular 

of mundane historical events, the French Revolution: Ni dieu, ni maitre! ("[Let there be] 

neither god nor master [above us])!" 

• 
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Become who you are and who you want to be! 
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Many magicians, in particular followers of the older traditions, feel that an intense and 

thorough study of yoga should be included in their students' magical training at least 

for a while. Many styles of Indian yoga have been adapted to fit the needs of Western

ers and these are so popular nowadays that it hardly seems necessary to discuss them in 

a book like this. As far as hatha yoga (the type of yoga involving physical exercises) is • 
concerned, we will indeed keep our comments to a minimum. After all, there are plenty 

of excellent books about it on the market and classes are offered at gyms, community 

centers and yoga schools in even the most remote areas. 

But with the large amount of information available, we often tend to forget what 

yoga is really about. Patafijali, one of the classic authors of yoga literature, says it best in 

his book The Yoga Sutras: 

''Yogas' citta-vritti-nirodh�." 
• 

In English: 

c'Yoga is restraining [Sanskrit: nirodha] the fluctuations of mind." 

Although the derivative of the word ccyoga, as "yoke= harness/self-discipline" is com

monly stressed, it doesn't help much when the true intention of yoga is overlooked, for 
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example through exaggerated perceptions of asceticism, a sole emphasis on complicated 

body postures, or purely speculative philosophizing. 

Plus, yoga is a complete philosophical and ideological system that cannot be reduced 

to a mere type of gymnastics. Like no other discipline known to us today, all of the nu

merous different styles of Indian yoga are extremely effective in applying highly devel

oped, refined techniques for shifting awareness and shaping matter with the mind. 

Readers who already have a good knowledge of yoga can just skim over the next sec

tion. 

THE STRUCTURE OF ASHTANGA OR RAJA-YOGA 
It was Vivekananda who was instrutnental in bringing yoga to the Western world and 

establishing its popularity there. Through him, the term ((raja" ( = «royal") came into use 

to describe a system of yoga that is more commonly known in India as ((ashtanga" ( = 

''eightfold path/eight limbs of yoga"). In fact, in Indian culture, a person's own personal 

yoga path is generally referred to as the «royal'' path, which sometimes causes confusion 

when it is mentioned in literature. That's why we'll stick to the initial designation of -
((eightfold yoga" in this book. After all, the style of yoga introduced by Viveka�anda is 

the most widely practiced. 

As the name already implies, this type of yoga is divided into eight paths or limbs, • 
each one in itself leading to samadhi ( = "union with the highest" or ((enlightenment by ' 
achieving a state of empty mind"), although they are generally viewed and treated as 

parts of a whole. 

We'll be introducing these paths or limbs in the traditional way, first in their rela

tionship to one another as a whole, and then individually. However, since we're pursu

ing a concept that is different than most other authors' of literature on yoga or magic, 

we will not be discussing them in order, but rather in the sequence that's appropriate to 

the corresponding chapters of this book. 

4 Magic and Yoga (I) 
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ASANA IN THE PRACTICE OF MAGIC 
- The practice of asana often consists of bending the body into bizarre positions in order 

to experience the unusualflow of energies and also transcending this experience in it

self in order to trigger and experience altered states of consciousness. With this in mind, 

the rejection of hatha yoga (or «physical yoga") by the more «spiritual" yoga schools 

is based on a fundamental misunderstanding. After all, every asana if properly per

formed and mastered will almost automatically lead to the state of meditation ( dhy

ana). 

Here's what Pataftjali has to say about asana: 

• 

In English: • 

ccsth. ukh - , 1ra-s am asanau1. 

· c'Asana is steady, comfortable posture." 

• 
• 

• 

Some translations of Vivekananda refer to asana as a ''sitting" posture when in fact the 

ccbody" postures of yoga are being referred to. (After all, it would be absurd to refer to 

recognized asanas such as headstands or the peacock in hatha yoga as sitting postures!) 

The purpose of asanas is to calm the body and spirit. In addition, they promote 

good health, keep the body in good shape, regulate the glandular system, and strengthen 

muscles, tissue, tendons, all organs, and especially the immune system. 

This harmonization has one disadvantage, however, especially for people who have 

a lot of contact with the general public. It makes your body extremely sensitive to ev

erything that's good for it and bad as well. This is especially noticeable in a person's 

diet. Although yoga will strengthen a person's resistance, the yogi who doesn't heed his 

or her inner voice and eats something that his or her body doesn't need will certainly 

pay the price! A p�rson doesn't have to stick to a prescribed diet, although most yogis 

are indeed vegetarians and refrain for the most part fro.m consuming drugs and other 

stimulants such as alcohol, nicotine, coffee, and theine. Instead, the body will develop 

its own individual diet based on a keen sense of exactly what it needs. This may strongly 

deviate from the norm and must be strictly adhered to in order to avoid serious health 

problems, especially with the stomach or digestive tract. 

6 Magic and Yoga (I) 
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In magic, we use asanas for a similar reason as in yoga to induce gnosis and turn 

off all bodily perception in order to allow the spirit to focus on its work without hin

drance, but also to maintain the physical condition of our body, which is our most im

portant vehicle since it's a reflection of our spirit. With the help of our body, we practice 

things such as letting go, self-discipline, devotion, vision, and action. Once our bodily 

perception is that well trained, it will work as an unerring seismograph for all magical 

things that happen around us. It will become both a source of joy and an alarm system, 

as well as our wholeness and the home of our gods (the Egyptian Book of the Dead says: 

"In every limb of our body lives a god").  

That's why asanas shouldn't feel like torture. (Aleister Crowley, however, often vio

lated this basic principle. As a result, his yoga practice in contrast to his other excellent 

writings on yoga often resembled an exercise .in brutal sadism.) Of course, students 

with no previous experience will often encounter situations that require a bit of sweat 

and tears, but since yoga has nothing to do with fakirs, pain should be understood as a 

signal from the body and be respected as a warning sign. Thafs why we mentioned the 

concise definition given by Patafijali: Asana should be steady and comfortable nothing 

more, nothing less! -
• 

So there's absolutely no reason for beginners to force themselves into the lotus pos-

ture, perform headstands, or put their feet behind their ears unless they're interested 

in the numerous health advantages and improvement of concentration skills that such 

asanas can offer. It's important to sit in a steady position and have the proper mental • 
attitude during magical practice so that the energy is able to flow properly'and you're 

not distracted (we recommend keeping your back straight) ; you should be able to sit 

comfortably for a lop.g period of time since shifting your position or body in any way 

could cause your concentration to be interrupted. 

Again, Patafijali gives us some advice: 

<<Tato dvaf!ldvanabhigha taJ:t:' • 

In English: 

cc(Once this position is achieved) there is no more obstruction through duality." 

• • 
Magic and Yoga (I) 7 



Even just a quick first attempt will show the beginner what this means. When the body 

starts tingling or itching (especially in the legs) or when certain spots start twitching 

nervously, the yogi stays focused (despite these distractions) on his or her inner cen

teredness. This is done by shifting one's attention away from what affects the body and 

by subduing the senses (pratyahara). So we see how much the individual paths of eight

fold yoga merge into one another. To maintain a proper asana, the body requires con

centration (dharana), which in tum requires subduing the senses (pratyahara) which 

in turn improves the mastery of the asana, thus sharpening concentration, leading to a 

state of meditation ( dhyana) and ultimately to a state of superconsciousness (samadhi). 

But the dualities of joy and sorrow, good and evil, ((important" and ((unimportant" are 

meant here as well, as well as the distinction between spiritual aspiration and everyday 

attachment ("I actually think it's more important to take care of my car, there's some

thing wrong with it, and next week we're going on vacation . . .  "), and between concen

tration and distraction (because true concentration only knows itself). 

Technically speaking, many of the «god-forms" used in Hermetic magic are asanas as 

well (and even often fulfill the same physiological function) in the same way that rune 

positions and hand gestures (e.g., in Freemasonry or letter magic) do, too. However, this 

is approaching the fuzzy area between asanas and mudras, which will be dealt with later 

in this book. 

Although there are a countless number of asanas, only the following three usually 

play a significant role in magic during meditation and concentration (with the possible 

exception of the lotus position, which everyone who is physically able should learn at 

one time or another if only because of its unique, unmatched health benefits without 

overdoing it or turning it into torture). These are the god posture, the dragon posture, 

and the half-lotus posture (described here in sirnplified form). 

8 Magic and Yoga (I) 
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In all three postures, your tongue should lightly touch the front roof of the mouth

unless, of course, other exercises require you to do otherwise. 

Particular attention should be paid to keeping the jaw and the forehead relaxed since 

this is often overlooked. ((Steady and comfortable" describes a harmonious force field that 

occurs in the state between being tense and being relaxed; this is the state of body and 

mind that is optimal for contemplation or concentration on a magical or mystical goal. 

That's all on this subject for now. We'll get back to it again later on in this book. 

BASIC EXERCISE IN ENERGY CIRCULATION 
One of the most important exercises for harmonizing the body's subtle internal energies 

is borrowed from Chinese acupuncture and Taoist yoga. It's a basic exercise in energy 

circulation that we would like to describe in general here. More details about this prac

tice can be found in the relevant literature available. The simplified form described here 

has, however, proven to be effective and is sufficiently suitable for our purposes. 

Acupuncture is based on the vital life force called chi (or ch'I, ki, qi, xi) that flows 

along the meridians or energy pathways in the body. For this basic exercise in energy cir

culation, we need to familiarize ourselves with two of these meridians, namely the Gov

ernor Vessel and the Conception Vessel (Dumai and Renmai). The Governor Vessel runs 

from the perineun1 to the midline of the back and neck, down the midline of the head, 

right up to the middle of the upper lip and palate. The Conception Vessel also begins at 

the perineum and runs from the mid1ine of the stomach, chest, neck, and chin, right up 

to the middle of the upper lip and lower jaw or tip of the tongue. (Various authors do 

not always agree on the exact course of the meridians. Even when it comes to the direc

tions in which they flow, there are several variations and differences in opinion.) 

With this basic exercise in energy circulation, use your imagination to circulate the 

energy from the perineum in the Governor Vessel up the back and then back down the 
• 

front in the Conception Vessel. After we've done this, rub your hand several times over the 

hara region (located roughly the width of three fingers below the navel) in order to store 

the activated energy there. 

Note: In order to avoid a blockage of energy, especially in the head area, it's important 

to rest your tongue lightly on the front roof of the mouth . 

• 
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According to the teachings of acupuncture, chi normally flows in the opposite direc

tion, so it's possible that the direction of circulation that we recotnrnend feels uncom

fortable to you. In this case, try circulating the energy in the opposite direction from 

the front, up to the top, and down the back. As far as the rest goes, proceed as above. -

We've used the word ((imagination" and, to the inexperienced beginner, it really will feel 

like the flow of energy is taking place purely in one's imagination. But in just a short 

time this process will become automatic, and there will be no more talk of imagination 

or even <<illusion." 

Apart from the numerous health advantages, I recommend this basic exercise in 

energy circulation as an excellent way for centering yourself since it creates a suitable 

shield of magical protection against foreign influence and loss of inner balance. It can 

also be used to transrnutate sexual energy, e.g., during phases of sexual abstinence. In 

particular, the storing of energy in the hara region has a positive healing effect on ill

ness, and even conditions such as weakness and tiredness (e.g., from being overworked, 

during menstruation, effects of the weather, exhaustion) can be alleviated or even rem-• 
edied entirely on a long-term basis. 

Lots of misleading information has been written about the function of this basic ex

ercise in energy circulation, and some authors even tend to make a religion out of it. Al

though this exercise can reveal possible blockages in the subtle body when the energy flow 

is activated consciously, blockages usually dissolve on their own with regular practice, and 

only in serious cases does an acupuncturist need to be consulted for therapy. But in no 

way does it mean that the small circulation of energy is «dead" if you don't do this exer

cise; it's always active, and the chi is constantly flowing alopg the meridians, although the 

intensity varies and depends on your current state of health and well-being. In this sense, 

it would be more accurate to refer to it as the ''conscious intensification and steering, of 

the circulation instead of its <'activation." Since it's already active, it>s not so difficult to be

come aware of and be able to work it with as some literature makes it out to be. At semi

nars, students will often discover that it usually works within just minutes. 

However, if you're having difficulties with consciously intensifying and steering the cir

culation of energy along the prescribed pathways, just be patient and keep practicing. It 

might be helpful to have someone help you by shaking a rattle (a simple rumba rattle that 

you can buy fairly cheaply in music stores will do, although you should choose one with a 

Magic and Yoga (I) 13 



bright sound instead of a dull one) close to your body in the desired direction of the flow of 

energy until you can actually feel it. This acoustic aid will help give you a feel for the circula

tion of energy so that it can be triggered later automatically without any additional help. 

After a bit of practice, you'll be able to feel and intensify the flow of energy at any 

time in any position and you should experiment with the various situations as well. 

In addition to this basic exercise, there's also an advanced exercise in energy circula

tion in which the twelve main meridians are activated or intensified, but there's no need 

to go into that here. (Whoever is interested in this can refer to the books by Chia and 

Zoller in the bibliography at the end of this chapter.) 

illustration 4 shows the exact path of subtle energies during this exercise. 

PRACTICAL EXERCISES 
EXERCISE 49 

THE BASIC EXERCISE IN ENERGY CIRCULATION 

Practice the basic exercise in energy circulation at least once a day, preferably 

in the morning, until you feel confident and convinced that you've mastered it. 

Then you can go on to practicing this circulation technique anywhere and any 

time, e.g., at work, while walking, while driving and soon you'll learn to appre

ciate the tremendous soothing and harmonizing effect that this simple exercise 

has, especially in stressful situations. 

This exercise can also be combined with other centering techniques such as 

the lAO formula or the OMNIL formula, either before or afterward. With a little 

bit of practice, it won't take you more than just two minutes and after awhile, 

you'll need even less time to perform it. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY · 

Mantak Chia, Awaken Healing Energy Through Tao: The Taoist Secret of Circulating In

ternal Power. 

Josefine Zoller, Das Tao der Selbstheilung 

(Both books are recommended for further reading about the basic exercise in energy 

circulation and the practice of acupnncture.) 
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Week four: 

• all types of stitnulants and entertainment (such as drugs, parties, and social 

gatherings) 

• all kinds of sexual indulgence, both physically and mentally 

• all solid food or, if this is medically not advisable for you, reduce your food 

intake to half of your usual consumption 

• • 
. Let me explain in more detail: 

Week one: sexual abstinence 

Avoid all sexual activity. This includes autoeroticism as well as heterosexual or 

homosexual activity, and even sexual fantasies are forbidden. If your sexual drive is 

aroused, raise this sexual energy mentally along the Governor Vessel while you inhale, 

and let it flow down the Conception Vessel as you exhale, storing it in your hara when • 
you're finished. Do this until your ccching chi, (sexual energy) subsides completely and 

yotu body is filled with a warm, pleasant feeling. 

Week two: abstinence from solid food • 

Do not eat any solid food for one week. The only way to avoid this restriction is if 

you have a valid medical reason that requires you to eat solid food. If (and only if) this 

is the case, try to eat nothing but wheat bran (with milk or water and a dab of butter 

or margarine if you want). If this, too, is not recommended by your doctor, then try to 

at least reduce your food intake to a maximum of one-third of your normal diet and 

balance this off by increasing your intake of liquids. If possible, avoid physical exertion 

during this time. • • 

Week three: abstinence from stimulants and entertainment 

Abstain from all types of stitnulants and entertainment for one week. This includes al

cohol, caffeine, theine, drugs (except for prescribed medication), stin1ulants, sleeping pills, 

and so on. Entertainment and social gatherings of all types should also be avoided, such 

as parties, cinema, theater, discotheques, clubs, and pubs (with the exception of magical 

gatherings and group rituals). Withdraw from social contact as much as possible avoid 

• 
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television, the radio and phone calls (unless required at work), and all other types of 

conversation with other people. 

Week four: abstain from sexual activity, solid food, stimulants and entertainment 

Combine the practices of the first three weeks into one grand finale and abstain 

from everything for one entire week. Finish off the exercise with a Saturn ritual that 

should preferably take place on a Saturday during the hour governed by Saturn. 

Furthermore, during the entire course of this spiritual exercise, you should meditate 

three times a day for at least three minutes each time on the principles of Saturn. Per

form a Saturn ritual on each Saturday during the hour governed by Saturn. 

Other themes for meditation are death, illness, transience, time, and so on. 

Expand the spiritual exercise according to your own taste, e.g., with regular trips to 

the cemetery and visits to sick people, contemplation on the role that time plays in your 

life and objects used to measure time (clocks, bus schedules, etc.). Try to ensure that you 

have a regular daily routine and be economical in your use of time and money. Be ex

tremely meticulous during this ti.Jne, especially when it comes to what you wear and eat. 

Move slowly and deliberately, and turn walking into a type of meditation. This is also 

a suitable time for offensive or defensive magical operations for death or destruction, 

but also for coming to terms with everything that's excessive and how to elirninate this 

excess waste. Eliminate as much excess baggage in your life as you can and don't try to 

avoid the typical Saturnian harsh consequences that may result from this. Instead, pay 
· more attention to Saturnian correspondences such as the number three, the metal lead, 

the colors black and brown, and so on. 

On Saturdays, the first and eighth hours of daytime are governed by Saturn. This is 

calculated as follows: 

1 daytime hour (DH) =time of sunset (SS) minus time of sunrise (SR) divided by 

twelve 

-1 DH = (SS- SR) I 12 
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I have to point out here that if you choose not to do this spiritual exercise, you're 

going to run into occasional difficulties with our training program later on because 

some subsequent practical exercises are based on the experiences that you have during 

this spiritual exercise. 

Also, remember that you are doing this spiritual exercise for only one person on 

earth you! It's you who determines the success and value of this truly magical exer-
• 

CISe. 

So keep your spirits up, don't give up, and good luck! The benefits of this spiritual 

exercise will speak for themselves in the long run. 

• 
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Preliminary Note: 

• 
• 

• 

• 

Even if you're not all that interested in mirror magic, we recommend that you read 

this section carefully since the contents overlap with other areas of magical practice 

(e.g., ritual magic and the use of magical tools in general). Since we don't want to have 

to repeat ourselves later, please integrate the following information into your overall 

knowledge of magic so that you can apply the principles described here to other areas 

of practice as well. 

CHARGING THE MAGIC MIRROR 
Some of the classics of magic literature make a big fuss about the ''condensers" that are sup

posed to be used to charge a magic mirror. Franz Bardon was one of the most renowned 

users of this tertn, and many other authors copied him and still do. Condensers are solid or 

liquid substances that are used as a means to store certain types of energy, just like an elec

tric condenser would do. In the case of magical condensers, we primarily mean the subtle 

energy of the elements. Therefore, we have condensers for air, earth, spirit, and so on. 

In Bardon's system of magic, the use of such condensers makes complete sense since 

his magic is based on the concept of a world that follows the principles of electricity and 

magnetism. Here we can see the attempt to combine magic and the science of that period, 

both philosophically and conceptually. Such attempts tend to ruffle the feathers of most 

scientists since they're usually based on incompetent simplifications, generalizations, and 
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analogisms that have nothing to do with conventional science. The magician understands 

"energy'' or "magnetism, quite differently than a physicist does, and the alchemistic ele

ments of air, fire, etc., do not correspond to the elements of a chemist. (The same holds 

true in astrology, by the way, where the zodiac signs are not necessarily identical to the star 

signs, and symbolic planetary powers cannot be measured by space probes.) 

Whil� the scientist views this as nothing but a mix-up of the various reference levels 

(which he or she often does as well, by the way, for example when he or she chuckles 

about the fact that chemistry does not recognize earth as an ((element") the traditional 

magician realizes that he or she needs to have a standard concept of the world in which 

everything exists in relation to each other if he or she wants to be able to actively shape 

one's own destiny. Not until contemporary chaos magic was developed were magicians 

able to free themselves from this premise for the most part in order to take a different 

approach (this will be discussed at a later point in this book). 

Since we won't be using Bardon's technique here for storing the elements, we do not 

need any condensers for our practical work with the magical mirror. Therefore, we'll only be 

discussing the basic concept of condensers in the passage below for better understanding. 

BARDON'S SYSTEM OF CONDENSERS IN MIRROR MAGIC 
Bardon speaks of"flllid condensers" or "accumulators" that can be charged with electric 

and magnetic fluid, or with the fluid of the five elements. In keeping with his analogy to 

electricity, he postulates that various substances have a varying degree of ''conductivity" 

for subtle energies, and he distinguishes between solid, liquid, and aeriform fluid con

densers according to their consistency. Many different substances can be used as con

densers accordingly, ranging from gold to resins and herbal extracts, to blood, sperm, 

and incense mixtures . 

Furthermore, Bardon distinguishes between universal condensers made of simple 

substances, and compound condensers that are considered to be more powerful. Every 

liquid condenser contains gold in the form of soluble gold chloride (Aurum chloratum) . 
• 

But even homeopathic tinctures with a potency of Dl-D3 can be used in the form of 

Aurum chloratum, Aurum muriaticum, or Aurum metallicum (Bardon was obviously 

an advocate of high potency homeopathy). (We'll discuss the rules and possibilities of 

magical homeopathy in a later chapter) .  
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However, for mirr<;>r magic, Bardon uses a solid condenser. This consists of the seven 

planetary metals as well as coal and resin. Here's the exact recipe: 

Solid condenser according to Bardon 

lead· one part 

tin one part 

iron · ·one part 

gold one part 

copper one part 

brass one part 

silver one part 

• 

aloe resin (gummiresina aloe) · one part 

animal charcoal (carbo animalia) three parts 

n1ineral coal seven parts 

All quantities are volume measurements, not weight measurements (e.g., cm3) 

The ingredients are pulverized and mixed together well. The fluid condenser is applied 

to the surface of the magic mirror (the side that you look into) by evenly painting the 

surface with a thin layer of colorless lacquer; the pulverized condenser is then strewn 
• 

onto the damp lacquer. The mirror is then put aside until it dries. (Interestingly, Bardon 

feels that a mirror used only for ((optic clairvoyance» does not require any condenser at 

all. )  Nowadays, you can buy magic mirrors with a prefabricated hole in the back of the 

frame that you can fill with your condenser. While Bardon's method is similar to pho

tography (just like the special surface coating on photographic paper that captures the 

images) ,  this system is more appropriate to the concept of a mirror (special backside 

coating that reflects the images) .  

Other magicians, on the other hand, recommend ritually decorating the frame of 

the mirror with magical symbols instead of using a condenser; for a rnirror with a black 

frame, these symbols are usually painted in silver or white, but occasionally in red or 

green as well. The choice of symbols is entirely up to the magician. Generally a per

sonal glyph is used (e.g., a sigil of one's magical name that is designed using the word 
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psychological and symbol-logical reasons. In the same way that no one tool can be an 

excellent hammer, screwdriver, and chisel all at the same time, the magician sho·uld go 

to all lengths to collect a versatile and extensive range of special magical tools, just like 

a good carpenter would. Only the experienced initiate, the ccmaster of the empty hand" 

who needs no tools at all, will be able to get along sufficiently with just a few universal 

instruments. 

But there's a modern school of magic that doesn't charge any of their weapons or 
. 

instruments at all anymore. Instead, charging occurs automatically through use of the 

equipment itself. With repeated use, the nature of the magical weapon is imprinted into 

the subconscious mind in the same way that one can only learn to use a hammer by 

actually using it. Although I feel it important to mention this approach here, I certainly 

don't reconunend it, especially for magicians who just want to avoid the extra work of 

having to charge their tools. Mter all, representatives of the same school require that all 

of their magical tools be handmade in order to truly be efficient! 

One method for checking to see if a magical weapon has been sufficiently charged is 

to see if it appears in your own dreams. If it does, this is a clear sign that your subcon

scious mind has integrated the weapon and is ready to work with it. 

We can also check the charged status of a magical weapon with the magic gaze ( 1 80° 

gaze), with a pendulum, or by testing the energy with your hands. In the end, the qual

ity of its activation can only be judged by how effectively it actually works. 

Don't be disappointed if you're not happy with the results of your mirror magic 

or if you don,t seem to get any results at all. You just might not be cut out for this type 

of work. Even in magic, there are specialists who might excel in one area, yet function 

below average in others. However, only persistent practice will be able to show whether 

you have any kind of talent in a certain area of magical practice· or not, and whether 

any further efforts on your part would prove successful. But this is not necessarily a 

permanent situation. Sometimes it will take years before you notice your progress, even 

long after you've given up all hope of ever being good. Some skills take a long time to 

improve and are the product of a lengthy development process. But this, too, will only 

be noticeable when you continue to try. In the same sense, it's even possible that you 

may temporarily or even permanently lose some of your current skills. For this reason 

alone, every magician should aim at becoming as versatile as possible in order to have 

other alternatives open in times of emergency. 
' 
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MIRROR MAGIC: FIELDS OF APPLICATION 
We've already mentioned that mirror magic can be used for many more things than 

literature often reveals. Here you'll find a short overview of the most important fields 

of application of mirror magic. This list is certainly not complete and some areas may 

even overlap. After all, the various disciplines of magic often go hand in hand with one 

another. 

• astral travel 

• divination (clairvoyance in particular) 

• storing energy 

• evocation • 

• exorcism (especially for the constr1:1ction of spirit traps) 

• influencing others · 

• healing 

• odic charging and de-charging 

• charging sigils 

• telepathy 

• death and destructive magic 
• 

• invisibility spells 

-

• 

We'll be discussing the various fields in detail (both in theory and practice) throughout 

the course of this book, but this short overview should suffice for now. In general, the 

same applies to the magic mirror as to every other magical weapon it should be ver

satile and usable in a variety of different ways. The magic mirror is just one example of 

the magical tools that you can use that we picked in order to illustrate the basic struc

tures of practical magical work. In other words: There are no limits to your imagina

tion, and throughout the course of magical history, every generation and every single 

magician has thoroughly explored his or her magical weapons, integrated them into his 

or her practice, and developed new ways to use these tools while carefully documenting 

everything for future generations. 
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acupuncture in which even the path of the meridians and the position of th� acupunc

ture points differ entirely from one another.) Generally we only hear about the one sys

tem that uses seven chakras since this is the system that was popularized (in modified 

form) by Theosophy. But there are also systems that work with 5, 1 4, 84, 1 44, and even 

more chakras, so it's quite difficult to understand the bitter feuding between the various 

yoga schools and their endless debates as to whether the sahasrara chakra, for ex�ple, 

is located inside the head or on the surface . • 
• 

For pragmatic reasons, we'd like to introduce and briefly explain the seven-chakra sys-

tem here without going into any of the complicated symbolism at this point that is par

ticularly common to the chakra teachings of Indian tantra. In connection with kundalini 

yoga, tantra and sex magic, however, we'll have to come back to that symbolism. 

In short, we can determine that Indian physiology is based on seven main subtle 

energy centers that are located along the spinal column. These centers are purely of a 

subtle nature, and it's important to stress that here. Although they are sometimes lo-• 
cated near physical organs, they are not identical to these. (To put it in simple terms, 

((heart chakra" and "heart" are not the same thing!) Although there have been various 

attempts to equate the chakras with individual glands, the results of these attempts were 

never very convincing. Similar to the points in Chinese acupuncture, the locations of 

the chakras cannot be pinpointed anatomically according to schoolbook medicine. 

Nonetheless, they're understood to be real and effective, which magical practice proves 

again and again. 

According to Indian symbology, each chakra is assigned with a specific lotus blos

som, whereby each blossom contains a various amount of petals. In this sense, the 

sahasrara chakra mentioned above is often referred to as the ((thousand-petal lotus;' 

whereas the blossom for the ajna chakra only contains two petals. Each chakra also has 

a so-called seed syllable, which is used to activate the energy center. There's a whole lot 

of speculation and mystical talk about the philosophy of the chakras, which shouldn't 

concern us yet. 

Apart from that, the difficult Sanskrit names of the chakras are generally quite con

fusing to the average person so that we generally refer to them by their anatomical posi

tion, such �i"s the ccthroat chakra." 

In order to avoid making things more complicated than they need to be, please see 

the table in Illustration 7 for a list of the Sanskrit names, the common anatomical terms 
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Don't be surprised if you see other arrangements (e.g., the heart chakra located far 

left of the vertical line), especially among the more theosophically influenced authors. In 

his magical letters, Gregor A.  Gregori us, who works with a system of fourteen chakras, 

differentiates between an ccintuitional" and a ((crown" chakra (the latter lies on the physi

cal top of the head within the body), as well as between a cccoccyi" and a ((root" chakra. 

So what is the importance of the chakra system in relation to our magical practice? 

Before we can understand this, we first need to become acquainted with the basics of 

meditation, which we'll discuss in the next subsection. 

But first, let's talk about a few things that will shed some light on these meditation tech

niques. This includes the principle of kundcilini that we've mentioned frequently before. 

The kundalini (or kulakundalini) is the subtle vital force in humans. It rests sym

bolically coiled like a rolled-up snake in the root chakra, which is why it's often re

ferred to as the ccsnake force." It blocks the entrance to the sushummna, wruch is a pas

sageway leading vertically up the spinal column. In addition to this, there are two other 

passageways, the ccida'' (female, moon channel) and the c'pingala" (male, sun channel) 

that snake their way spirally up the middle pillar (sushummna) like the staff of Aescula

pius, all the way to the nostrils. 

The kundalini is more than just your usual type of subtle energy. According to In

dian teachings, it's the embodiment of life itself. The act of 'cawaking'' the kundalini, di

recting it upward along the sushu1nmna, and uniting it with the thousand-petal chakra 

is equivalent to the union of Shiva and Shakti, of male and female, of yin and yang. It's 

this inner alchemy that leads to enlightenment and seetningly inexhaustible creativity 

because Shiva and Shakti (according to tantric teachings) join to form Brahman, which 

is the highest form of consciousness. In turn, achieving this state is considered the high

est goal of kundalini yoga. 

On its way up toward the sahasrara chakra, the kundalini in turn awakens the other 

individual chakras, purifying it with its c'fire." (When this chakra is opened, it often really 

does feel like a burning sensation.) In general, the chakras vary in how pure or ''open" they 

are, and a person's stage of development can actually be.measured according to how wide 

his or her chakras are open. For example, a person who focuses on his or her sexual chakra 

will indulge in a healthy sexual appetite; a person who has developed his or her heart 

chakra will seemingly bubble with universal love (although we do not necessarily agree 

with this categorization or the moral judgment of values that automatically goes along 

with it, we still feel it is necessary to at least mention it here in order to remain objective). 

• 
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distinct. This will help you to automatically turn off all distracting external noise and 

lose the sense of your physical body. (This will take a bit of practice though. )  

Once you've reached this level of concentration, irnagine a point of light penetrat

ing your right big toe from the outside. Feel it rise up your leg until it reaches your 

perineum (muladhara chakra).  

Next, imagjne a second point of light penetrating your left big toe and rising slowly 

up your leg to your perineu1n. There, the two points of light will unite and therefore 

increase slightly in size. 

Take the tirne to feel this point of light in your perineum. 

Now allow the point of light to travel slowly up your spinal column. Don't try to 

feel or sense any of the chakras at this stage, it's not part of this exercise! Instead, let the 

point of light glide slowly upward, first to the navel region, then to your chest, up to the 

heart level, then to the neck, and finally to the middle of the head (the point stays on the 

spinal column the entire way) . · 

Now slowly guide the point of light vertically to the spot right between your eye

brows, parallel to the ground (at a ninety-degree angle to your body). 

Now breathe easily yet firm, but without having to exert your�elf. Always breathe 

through your nose, if possible. • 

In your mind's eye, you should now see nothing but light. 

Now feel the planet earth dissolving beneath you very slowly! 

Then feel your body dissolving as well very slowly! 

Now you are nothing but light. 

Once you've reached this stage, begin with the mantra below. 

• THE MEDITATION MANTRA 
For this meditation, use the following two-syllable mantra: 

HAM SO • 

(Practice pronouncing this mantra out loud before implementing it into your medi

tation. It should have a strong nasal intonation, and sound more like «HONNNGGG 

SSSOOHH." To practice, you can recite it while holding your nose shut. When you're 

finished practicing, however, you should never again vibrate the mantra out loud. Dur

ing meditation, vibrate it silently to yourself. ) 
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only thing you should avoid at this point is the conjuration of demons since this is one 

of the most dangerous fields of magic and truly a job for experts. That's why we won't 

deal with this until much later in this book. 

CHARGING SIGILS WITH THE MAGIC MIRROR • 
Since the magic mirror is an ideal point of optical focus, we can use it to spasmodically 

charge sigils. The sigil is projected into the mirror right after you're finished with the 

death posture, and then you can banish with laughter as usual. Generally you'll use sigils 

designed with the word or picture method, but mantric sigils can be used as well, such 

as words of power that are hurled into the middle of the mirror. 

It would be too much work to make a magic mirror just for this purpose, but if you 

already have one, you can certainly use it to focus your concentration while you recite 

mantras or mantric sigils. 

There's another technique for projecting sigils toward a target using the magic mir

ror, but we'll discuss that later when we talk about influencing others and the use of 

magic for causing death and destruction. 

Like no other magical weapon, the mirror becomes continually more effective with 

use. It doesn't matter whether you use it as a link to your subconscious mind that im

proves with use, or if the instrument itself is charged accordingly. It just matters how 

you look at things, and both paradigms have their advantages and disadvantages. 

Popular superstition believes that after making and charging your magic mirror, the 

first living creature that looks into it should be an animal (or a small child). This is 

presumably an ancient shamanic hunting spell or a technique borrowed from atavistic 

magic. Both animals and children embody a primeval state of being, before the exis

tence of consciousness. This is therefore a symbol-logical key for unlocking your own 

subconscious mind. Once you've recognized this structure, other more effective meth

ods will become available to you to make your mirror magic a success. 

Even today, children are used as mediums in many Eastern countries, especially for 

mirror divination. In some areas of Iran and North Africa, for example, it's cotrunon 

for the magician to have a small child (who has not yet reached puberty) look into a 

bowl with black oil in order to view the answers to his or her client's questions. By the 

way, we have something si111ilar in the Western magic of Abramelin. Obviously, only 
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children with a special talent are chosen after they have received appropriate training. In 

any case, maybe this information will spark your interest and inspire you to experiment 

in your mirror magic with children as well. As long as this doesn't happen against the 

child's will (or that of its parents) and the work is done in a playful atmosphere, I don't 

see any problem with these types of experiments. Since the psychological censor in chil

dren is still underdeveloped and their perception is undistorted for the most part, they 

are the ideal candidates for mirror magic. 

However, avoid becoming dependent on other mediums (adults or children).  That 

would be a fatal development, which would lead back to the ancient practice in which 

the magician would find a mediuin that answers to his or her every whim. Things like 

that create more problems than advantages because they put a heavy strain on inter

personal relationships. In any case, most magicians reject such uncontrolled medium 

practices anyway, and rightly so! Mter all, magic is supposed to free you, and not create 

tmnecessary dependencies. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
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superconsciousness. However, for the time being, we don't need to concern ourselves 

with this aspect. More important is the way in which this transition from concentration 

to supraconsciousness is technically done. 

Principally there are two types of meditation techniques, visual and nonvisual. The 

infinity meditation described in the last section belongs to the first type, whereas purely 

observing your breathing in the sense of the Buddhist Satipattana is an example of non

visual meditation. In the same sense, we distinguish between meditation mantras with 

and without a specific meaning. Our infinity meditation has a specific meaning (eel am 

infinity"), while mantras. of transcendental meditation (e.g., ham, hrim, etc.) are mean

ingless, or at least regarded as such. Therefore, in transcendental meditation there is no 

conscious activation of a meaningful mantra. 

There's no infallible method for determining which type of meditation is «better." 

This depends on personal preferences and aversions as well as the actual goal of the 

meditation itself. Thus, Zen meditation aims at achieving a pure state of empty mind, 

while the meditation of Kriya yoga strives to obtain a state of ecstasy (samadhi), which 

(at least in its lower levels) is completely different from the Zen concept of Satori. 

A state of empty or quiet mind is, however, the short-term goal of every meditation 

technique, even of visual meditation. ( Just remember Patafijali's definition .of yoga. ) But 

there are many different ways of achieving this goal. In visual meditation, for example, 

we use the mind
,
s natural inclination to create thoughts and images by steering these in 

a certain figurative direction. Once you've gained a bit more experience with the infinity 

meditation, you'll realize that near the end of the last phase, you'll automatically reach 

a state of empty mind that's very close to supraconsciousness. It may be that this state 

of mind is only achieved for a very short period of time (you should never intentionally 

strive to reach it! ), but don
,
t forget that many schools of Indian yoga measure Samadhi 

in units (called ((kalpas") of 1/24 of a second. The more sal pas the state of samadhi has, 

the <'greater" and "more intense" it naturally is. 

For the time being, there's no need to go into depth about nonvisual types of media

tion since the first thing on our list is to make progress with the infinity meditation. 

So let's take a closer look at the structure of this infinity meditation. 

After we've found a comfortable asana, we need to occupy the mind by making it focus 

on visual images (the earth, your body, the movement of the point of light, etc.). When 
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we direct the point of light, we're (partially) activating kundalini as we lead it up our 

spinal column. Once the point of light reaches the ajna chakra, we dissolve the figura

tiveness by slowly removing the visual j mages the earth and your body. In this way, we 

can technically and symbolically reach ((spiritualization, and then activate the mantra 

along with its meaning ("body becomes mind'') .  With the imagination of infinity, we 

finally remove all other types of external sensory perception (Pratyahara) and ideally 

become the pure idea itself, which with the proper practice and mental training au

tomatically leads to a sort of mystical ecstasy. 

During the course of my own studies, I've tried more than a dozen different medita

tion techniques and listened to the opinions of other people as well, and I've come to 

the conclusion that the infinity meditation is by far the most productive method that • 
brings the fastest results. However, if your own personal experience proves otherwise, 

ignore this recommendation, but you should practice it for at least six months before 

you're able to make a substantiated decision. 

The high value of the infinity meditation is that it trains the magician's imagination, 

concentration, mantra techniques, and subtle energy perception all at the same time, 

while leading to states of consciousness that are both ecstatic and advantageous to your 

development. In this way, you'll undergo radical personal development and quickly ac-• 
quire the ability to ccautomatically" view everyday problems in the right context while 

establishing a state of inner peace and calm that will have a positive effect on both your 

physical and mental health. And the infinity meditation is completely neutral from a 

religious or ideological point of view. Please note that we're not talking about "reflect

ing on God'' or anything similar to that. If you favor a certain image of God, the infinity 

meditation will only help you to better understand your beliefs, while the atheist will be 

content to use the term ((ecstasy." 

• 

• 
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Magis (magical or magically usable energy) is also frequently described as ''subtle;' 

which is meant to express the fact that it cannot be measured or proved with ''physical'' 

instruments. In reality, we really don't know whether this subtle energy is real or not, 

or if it's just the sensation of energy. In any case, it's an undeniable· fact that magis is 

usually perceived as a type of "force." After all, the energy model has the advantage that 
• 

it illustrates magical processes, therefore making it easier to follow them. However, we 

shouldn't make the mistake of going too far and confusing magical energy with physical 

energy, as sometimes happens today in the field of parapsychology. 

In any case, it would take an intellectual acrobat to understand the concept that it 

really doesn't matter whether the magician charges an object with a type of measur

able or provable "energy:' or if he or she "only)) creates a link in his subconscious mind 

to a certain process that acts as a sort of ((dynamic anchor." If we take a look at Spare's 

Freudian-like model, for example, no energy charging actually takes place. Instead, a 

certain complex is intentionally established in the magician's subconscious mind that 

triggers unconscious compulsory actions that are meant to bring about the desired re

sult. Nonetheless, as already mentioned, we usually do feel something that could be de

scribed as power or energy during a magical act, which is why we'll stick to this cotnrnon 

metaphor for the time being. Later on, when we talk about contemporary cyber magic, 

we'll be straying away from the energy model a bit and focusing instead on the various 

hypotheses about information theory, which give magic an entirely new quality. 

So, once again, even if we're not talking about "real" energy here, we would still rec

ommend pretending that it really does exist because this model is necessary according 

to conunon magical understanding for our practice of magic to work, and because it 

offers a well-founded and fairly satisfactory intellectual explanation at the same time. 

Once again, we're dealing with a mythical truth rather than a scientific one. 

The magic mirror has one important task in its function as a tool for storing energy. 

This was already pointed out in the section on Bardon-like condensers. The purpose of 

a condenser is, among other things, to turn the mirror into a kind of ('magical battery:' 

Of course, the magic mirror is not the only battery of this type that is known to magic . 
• 

Talismans, amulets, fetishes, and even our ritual weapons as well as all other power ob

jects all store energy. The special thing about the magic mirror is that, due to its para

bolic form, it's the perfect tool for emitting energy that's been (symbolically) stored in 

it. This is especially practical in magic used for healing and destruction as well as for 
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your magic mirror. In fact, you can charge just about anything with magical energy, as 

long as you work within the framework of the energy model. 

Odic de-charging with the magic mirror is (next to divination and evocation )  one 

of its most popular ft1nctions. It can be used for both healing and destruction, but also 

for subtly cleansing magical objects of a questionable origin. Generally, running water 

is used to odically de-charge a magical object. This is done by holding the object for a 

while under running water while at the same time imagining how all of the undesirable 

energies are being washed away. Magicians who know how to use a pendulu1n can use it 

to test the level of charging before and after odic de-charging. 

However, this method is not always very practical, for example with perishable or 

water-sensitive objects such as food, paper, cloth, leather, and so on. Plus, it might be 

wise to store the extracted energy for later use instead of just wasting it, ·which is usually 

the case when water is used for odic de-charging. (An exception is when the water is • 
collected and magically reprocessed.) With mirror magic, always keep in mind the fol� 

lowing statement: 

THE MAGIC M IRROR CAN BOTH ABSORB AND EMIT ENERGY 

Once you've understood this concept, you can easily think of other ways to use the 

magic mirror. Since we try to reinforce or anchor every act of magic with physical acts 

and gestures, we usually use our breathing to do so. After all, the Greek word ((psyche,
, 

that we translate as ''soul" actually means "breath," which sugge�ts the close relation

ship between breathing and psychological states. More on this later when we discuss 

pranayama. 

Here, too, the law of symbol-logic applies. I f  we want to extract energy from the 

magic mirror or any other object or living creature, we do it while inhaling. If you want 

to transfer the energy to a new storage tank, we encourage this with the proper visual

ization while exhaling. The subtle energy is actually emitted while exhaling, though, and 

while inhaling it's just concentrated or gathered. (We do the same with other magical 

objects as well, such as rock crystal, homemade fetishes, talismans, amulets, etc.). The 

following outline should help you remember this. 
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THE SYMBOL-LOGIC OF BREATHING 

I ING = ABSORBS 

E ING = EMITS or DISTRIBUTES 

• 

Of course, this is just a rule of thumb that can vary in individual cases. In general, 

though, this rule has proved to be effective in practice and is therefore highly recom

mended. 

Not only inanimate objects can be odically de-charged plants, animals, and people 

can be de-charged with the mirror as well. In the case of plants, the magician would do 

this in order to use its qualities on a subtle level, sitnilar to how things are done in ho

meopathy or spagyrics. The odic de-charging of aniinals and people, however, is almost 

always done for healing or destructive purposes. In this way, we can place a magic mir

ror on a person to absorb undesirable energy for eli rni nating pain, or at least alleviating 

it temporarily. Infections can be slowed, blockages or cramps can be dissolved, and so 

on. Rock crystal is often used for these purposes as well. After the illness-causing energy 

is removed, the patient can be radiated with another mirror that is. charged accordingly 

beforehand. In doing so, the healer should coordinate his or her breathing with the pa

tient, along with the appropriate visualization. 

Some magicians achieve good results by placing a magic mirror that is charged with 

an appropriate healing energy (e.g., Venus energy for problems with the kidneys or skin; 

Mars energy for problems with sexuality, genitals, and muscles; sun energy for heart and 

circulation problems; and so on) under the bed of the sleeping patient in order to be 

able to radiate the patient over a longer period of time. Just compare the astromedical 

correspondences that we'll be discussing in more detail in the next section. In this case, 

too, the process should be initiated with a lengthy phase of breath coordination, or ((ini

tialization" as it's called in specialist terminology. 

Mirrors used for odic de-charging or reflecting are sometimes employed to disrupt 

field lines that are considered to be health hazards (e.g., water lines), but this is. a spe

cialty of magical radiesthesia that we,ll unfortunately not be able to cover in this book. 
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TELEPATHY WITH THE MAGIC MIRROR 
Another very fascinating way to use the magic mirror is to conduct telepathic ex

periments with it, and if you're successful, it can develop into a good way of regularly 

communicating with other magicians who are physically far apart from one another. 

However, in order to be able to do this, lots of thorough practice is necessary for the 

following four reasons. First, using telepathy for such specific tasks requires keenly de

veloped subtle energy perception. Second, telepathic perception is strongly dependent 

on the magician's current frame of mind Cl.Qd general state of health. Third, this type of 

telepathy requires keenly developed thought control so that real messages are not mixed 

or confused with pieces of thoughts. And four, a good deal of telepathic communica

tion occurs in pictures and symbols that are often even more difficult to interpret than 

dreams, so that the magician needs to have plenty of experience before he or she can 

rely on the telepathic messages received. 

There are no generally applicable rules for working telepathically with the magic 

mirror. In this area, each magician just has to develop his or her own individual style. 

Nonetheless, we'd like to give you a few practical tips and suggestions that you can use 

as a basis for further experimentation and practice. 

Obviously, telepathy requires two participants: the transmitter and the receiver. Dur

ing true telepathic communication, the two participants will be both transmitter and 

receiver at the same time. However, parapyschological research has revealed that tele

pathic talents are often distributed unequally, meaning that some people find it easier to 

receive than to transmit, and vice versa. At first it's better to work with one specific part

ner instead of a whole group of telepaths unless you're working on extensive, long-term 

projects. The latter has the advantage that it seems to work better, at least temporarily, 

as long as the experiments take place in a playful, stress-free atmosphere. Thafs because 

of the so-called ((hysteria effect" that occurs more frequently in large groups than in 

ones with fewer participants. 

For the following experiment, you and your partner should each . have magic mirrors 

that have been charged in an identical fashion. (Charging both mirrors together is 

highly recommended for mirrors used for telepathic experiments.) First, arrange a time 

and place with your partner to practice. We recommend working fairly close together at 
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That brings us to the problem of interpreting such (figurative) telepathic messages. 

As long as the telepathic operations exclusively take place in an experimental setting 

and the only goal is to determine if thought transmission works or not, the question 
• 

of interpretation is irrelevant. On the other hand, for telepathic messages that are not 

pre-arranged or that are received spontaneously, such as if you try to ''tap in, to a cer

tain person with the magic mirror, interpretation is important. (This could be a sort 

of ccastral eavesdropping:' sometimes necessary in combat magic and binding spells, or 

the tapping into a patient in order to heal him or her from a distance, or other forms of 

magical influencing from a distance.) Random, spontaneous, or unintentional telepathy 

rarely happens during mirror magic. Nonetheless, we should at least mention it here. It 

can happen and it should be dealt with just like all other types of telepathic communi

cation be critical, but be open to its message. 

Interpretation requires good instinct and intuition, and unfortunately there are no 
• 

straightforward rules that apply. Only constant practice and plenty of experience will 

show you how to accurately interpret images. It often helps to establish a state of empty 

mind so that your intuition can surface, allowing it to spontaneously flash you a correct 

interpretation like a sudden inspiration. 

Experience has shown that persistent practice with subtle perception in connection 

with sha1oanic practices can (over a period of time) lead to spontaneous telepathy, en

abling the magician to correctly interpret telepathically received images almost auto

matically. However, the following principle applies in most cases: Do not intentionally 

strive for such spontaneity, but instead adhere to Spare's concept of"non-interest/non-

disinterest." 

By the way, you can support and foster your telepathic skills as well as other magi

cal operations with appropriate sigil work. 

Never forget that magic is not a science, but rather an art that merely makes use of 

scientific or empirical methods at times. 
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Austin Osman Spare was so convinced that every magical desire can only be realized 

physically (or as we might more accurately say today, through the psychosomatic com

plex) that he seriously claimed that the bird species was only able to develop throughout 

the history of evolution after its desire to fly had become organic. 

However, we shouldn't just dismiss this as the naive misunderstanding of a zoologi

cal layman (as expert zoologists and biologists might do) by claiming that the concept 

of <<desire" and the predetermined directing of goals are concepts that are entirely un

known to evolution. (In this context, experts speak of the <<error of teleological thesis," 

or the assumption that evolution follows a specific goal or purpose.) Because what Spare 

understands here as «will" is not unlike what we would describe as <<survival instinct," 

«will to live:' «will to power,'' and so on. In fact, the phenomena of the organic-magical 

will is much more complicated, as we'll realize later on when we deal with the principle 

of Thelema as propagated by the old master, Aleister Crowley. 

But let's get to those rules of thumb. 

CHARGED SIGILS ARE INCARNATED STATEMENTS OF INTENT 

Feel free to understand the term «incarnation" literally in this context in regards to what 

we mentioned above. 

MAGICAL SUCCESS IS THE INCARNATION OF THE MAGICAL WILL 
I 

When a statement of intent is incarnated in the psychosomatic complex, or in the entire 

organism of the magician, this initiates its own «wheel of reincarnation" by ( ideally) 

incarnating as magical success or manifesting physically or psychologically. 

MAGIC IS OPTIMIZED THROUGH THE BIOLOGICAL INCARNATION 

OF THE MAGICAL WILL 

It's a controversial issue as to whether or not magic would function without this biologi

cal approach or whether it always plays a role when magic is a success. However, practice 

has shown without a doubt that the success of magic can be increased tremendously by 
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less, more often than not the grade signs deployed are usually quite traditional, being 

derived from the very repository of symbols under discussion here. 

Apart from the traditional gestures, mudras and god-forms that are more or less 

fixed, the magician can and should develop his or her own signs and gestures. However, 

this requires a certain amount of experience with magical sign language, which is why 

we won't get to that until later. But it's a good idea to remember already at this stage that 

such gestures are very effective magical tools that, with the appropriate training, can 

help us to quickly reach the desired state of gnosis, especially because they're so incon

spicuous when used in everyday settings. 

Let's sun1111arize this into one rule of thumb: 
• 

GESTURES AND MIMICS CAN TAKE OVER THE ROLE 

OF TALISMANS OR INCARNATED SIGILS 

• 

We can magically charge the gestures and mimics just like a piece of metal or parch

ment that would be used for an amulet or talisman. It's important to understand this 

right from the start because it will bring us a good deal closer to understanding the 

structures of magic while helping us to successfully avoid the countless traps and be

wildering information that a good deal of traditional literature unfortunately contains. 

This is due largely to the style of language used. Spare turns the magician into a walking 

sigil by putting his or her whole organism and (unconscious) knowledge of the flesh 

onto the scale in order to give his or her will the appropriate impact and thrust. The 

old sentence from the Egyptian Book of the Dead ((In every limb of our body lives a 

god" reminds us that we can even turn our fingers, toes, arms, and legs into magical 

weapons. Of course, the initiate first needs to have mastered this art entirely, which is 

why Pete Carroll writes in Psychonaut that a true initiate is one who has mastered ('the 

techniques of the empty hand." 
· 

• 

We're now going to begin with two very simple yet extremely effective ritual gestures 

that you should implement into your ritual practice right away for immediate enhance-

ment of your magical prowess. • 
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RENDING THE VEIL 
At the very start of the ritual, stand in front of the altar holding your upper arms hori

zontally (parallel to the ground). Your hands are either balled to fists with the thumbs 

resting on the middle of the chest (at roughly the level of the heart chakra), or your 

upper arms are turned slightly inward so that the palms of your hands are facing out

ward to the side. In this case, the hands are bent ninety degrees at the wrists, and the 

fingers are pointing straight away from the body with the inner edges of the hands 

being parallel to the ground. Close your eyes, breathe deeply, and concentrate; then 

quickly pull your hands apart while imagining that you're tearing open the veil with 

this movement. 

In magic we'll encounter the symbol of the veil again and again. Probably the most 

popular is the ccVeil of Isis;' which searchers of the truth have continually attempted to 

reveal. After all, veils conceal things and they are glyphs of deception and illusion. In 

Eastern culture, tearing open the ccVeil of the Maya" offers a glimpse of ccthe world be

hind the world," which is actually the task of every type of cchigh" magic. Insight, truth, 

and divinity are all hidden behind the veil and behind the mirror in which the magi

cian sees his or her own countenance and recognizes himself or herself to be the ori

gin of creation. ('(Deus est homo, homo est dues:' as we've already learned.) Consequently, 

rending the veil also means looking yourself in the eyes, facing the truth (your own per-• 
sonal truth as well as the supreme truth) and not letting yourself be deceived. The illu-

sions of everyday life are pushed aside along with your petty everyday personality, ev

eryday worries, and everyday fears. This is an alchemistic process in which th� ((phoenix" 

rises, purified from the ashes. Don't forget that in ancient times, rituals were ahnost always 

preceded by periods of fasting, abstinence, and self-denial, as well as physical and spiritual 

cleansing! The liberation from illusion, divine insight, and recognition of the truth can 

free us from our earthly shackles and from all of those mistakes that we've come to cherish 

but that prevent us from following our true calling (true will, Thelema). 

From a purely practical and nonmystical point of view, this is a gesture of beginning 

that signals to the subconscious mind that we would specifically like to get in touch 

with it. When practiced enough, the desired state of consciousness (gnosis) will ahnost 

automatically be reached just by performing this gesture, much like a programmed 

push-button. · 
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In 2 Timothy 3: 13  ccseducers" are mentioned, which probably refers to a binding spell. 

Literally translated it means ((lamenter," but has a magical connotation in classic and 

Hellenistic Greek. 

On the surface, magic in the Bible is generally condemned. Described either as ccwitch

craff' or ((sorcery," it's always understood as <<interacting with lower beings" and the ma

gician is denounced as a conjurer of the dead (necromancer) and a dubious, malicious, 

and unnatural villain who doesn't care one bit about the higher good of God as he or 

she follows his or her own personal and generally antisocial interpretation of law and 

order. This aspect of conjuring demons and spirits of the dead is quite significant since 

it's reflected in the church's modern-day rejection of the magical arts. Even today, most 

of the opponents of magic understand it as a discipline of conjuring spirits and throw it 

into one pot along with necromancy and spiritualism. 

The list of magical practices that are frowned upon in the Bible is long. On the other 

hand, this just shows us how widespread they actually were! • 

THE WEARING OF AMULETS 
The jewelry worn (and frowned upon) by the women in Isaiah 3: 18-23 include the ob

jects referred to simply in verse 20 as ccearrings"; however, researchers assume that these 

were really amulets, talismans, or other objects of power. In the revised Luther version, 

the word ((amulets" is actually used. (For reasons of simplicity, we won't go into the dif

ferences between these magical tools at this point, although we should be aware of the 

differences for our magical practice.) This word is connected to whispering and snake 

charming. Some researchers believe that such lucky charms were charged with good 

magic by whispering on them; others think that the word originally meant nhs = ccsnake" 

so that the talisman in question could have been a snake figure. In other translations of 

the Bible (e.g., the English King James Authorized Version) refers to <<round tires like the 

moon" (saharonim) these were most likely crescent-shaped collars as mentioned in 

Judges 8:2 1 ,  26): ccA.nd Gideon arose, and slew Zebah and Zalmunna, and took away the 

ornaments that were on their camels' necks" (verse 2 1 ) .  As we learn in verse 26, these 

moon talismans were not only worn by the camels, but also by the kings of Medes. Plus, 

• 
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CHARGING MUDRAS 
In general, mudras only require one type of charging namely constant and continual 

practice. According to my experience, they usually become effective quite quickly after just 

a short period of practice because of the direct connection to the subconscious mind that 

we mentioned in the last section, and because magic that is physically anchored is gener

ally faster and more efficient than more speculative, intellectualized systems. 

If you prefer intensive or multiple charging, you can do so as follows. Perform the 

mudra while maintaining full concentration (five to ten minutes, or even longer if pos

sible; in yoga, mudras are often practiced for up to forty-five minutes, although in be

tween performing such meditative or therapeutic mudras you should take a break for at 

least five hours). Do this for a period of roughly six months until you begin to feel the 

meaning of the mudra and its energy flow as soon as you form the mudra. 

THE STRUCTURE OF HAND MUDRAS 
However, there are indeed mudras that have no specific purpose, such as those that . 
have no other function but to activate certain subtle energies in the magician's body. 

Even the vowel mudras mentioned above are (at least during this phase of your train

ing) purely energetic. However, mudras are more commonly used to physically carry a 

symbol. Both Eastern and Western traditions have highly developed mudra techniques 

tl1at are often described as «sign language" or ((secret language» and rightly so! If we 

look at the rich symbolism in Indian, Javanese, and Thai temple dancing in which every 

single movement of the body has a specific meaning and often even represents an entire 

quotation from mythology, we'll realize how diversified the use of mudra� can be. It 

would be helpful to always remember the structural formula for how mudras are gener

ally developed: 

BODY PARTS ARE DEFINED ACCORDING TO AN OVERRIDING 

SYMBOL MATRIX THAT '-&..IS THESE MANIPULABLE 

Is this rule of thumb too abstract for you? Well, let's translate it into more practical 

terms. In order to do so, let's take a look at two examples, one from Western elemental 
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The area that we now summarize under the term ccNear" or "Middle East" was home 

to a number of ancient and advanced magical civilizations. We'll only be mentioning 

the most significant here: 

a) Egypt with its strong African, shamanic, and Hittite influences, which is still con

sidered to be the cradle of Western magic today 

b) Sumeria/Babylon/ Assyria/Chaldea with highly developed systems of astrology, 

talisman magic and divination as well as equally refined temple worshipping tra

ditions 

c) Phoenicia with its frequent human sacrifices to Marduk and Baal that reach way 

back to pre-biblical tirnes 

d) Grecism, which was strongly represented in Egypt at the time of Jesus Christ, 

with its speculative occult doctrines and mysticism 

e) Syncretic Rome that had its say in Egypt and Palestine since Cleopatra's tirne. It 

was considered to be the melting pot of all imaginable types of worship in the 

Near East due to its religious tolerance that was influenced by the imperialistic 

reason of state. 

f) Persia with its rich tradition of folk magic and its Zoroastrianism religion that 

gained a great influence on other cultures due to its campaigns of conquest 

g) Palestine itself with its Arabic-Semitic folk magic practiced by various rival tribes 

with their rich variety of worshipping traditions and practices. Much of our in

formation comes from the stories of the Israelites in the Old Testament. 

Let's summarize all of this information. According to the pragmatic and material-ori

ented spirit of the times, it was necessary in those days for prophets and magicians to 

prove themselves with convincing samples of their skills before people would trust them 

enough to follow them. Plus, there were a vast amount of folk magical practices back 

then that, when considering that they stem from over two thousand years ago, make 

our modern-day methods of everyday practical magic pale in comparison. Therefore, 

the things that the people demanded from professional magicians were certainly no 

less spectacular. On the other hand, illiteracy was so widespread and critical, rational 

thought was just beginning to emerge in a few philosophical schools as a privilege of a 
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ing more than a secondary discipline. For example, Franz Bardon's The Key to the True 

Kabbalah is, according to his own definition, a pure ((science of the letters, of language 

and the word" or a system of magic and mysticism that works with words, letters, and 

sounds. What Bardon understands as Kabbalah is what we call ''mudras," "letter magic:' 

or "mantra meditation" such as most other authors do. Despite the name, Bardon's sys

tem actually has very little to do with the Kabbalah of the Tree of Life. 

But on the other hand, the significance of the Tree of Life should not be underesti

mated. This system is especially useful due to its diversity. Whoever hasn't found such 

a good system yet should definitely give it a try. By the way, the same holds true here as 

with Gematria, that it will be impossible to understand the writings of many authors 

without good knowledge of the philosophy of the Tree of Life. It's especially important 

for understanding the tarot. 

We've already discussed the value of such systems when we talked about the corre

spondences, so there's no need to repeat this here. Like every pantheon and every other 

superior mythical organizational system, the Tree of Life reflects the philosophy and 

ideology of the period when it was created. It's obvious that it arose during a time of 

predotninately linear thought and is strongly characterized by patriarchal, monotheistic 

ideas. So it's no wonder that especially dogmatists like to work with it, although this fact 

should in no way dirninish its value to pragmatic magic. 

People often say that understanding the Tree of Life is comparable to finding one's way 

using a map of a city's sewer system. Sometimes you might run into two corresponding 

spots such as manhole covers, but there are always streets and buildings '<in the way" so 

that you would actually have to travel underground through sewage pipes and drains in 

order to use the map at all. That allows skeptics to put their finger right on the wound of 

all such systems, namely their rigid tendencies and simplistic generalizations without con

sideration of the actual nature of the small details. As magicians, we also have a tendency 

to get ourselves stuck in various explanatory systems without really seeing them critically, 

thereby confusing the map with the landscape itself. The map (in this case it's the system 

of the Tree of Life) is a tool for orientation no more, but also no less! Working with the 

Tree of Life is an excellent way to understand mythical truths and symbol-logical thought, 

and since it's a wonderful way to learn how to work with correspondences, it's truly a mas

terpiece of human insight, as long as we don't forget its practical application through all 
• 

our enthusiasm because mere speculation can never substitute for practical experience. So 

• 
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fication of the people of Israel (some of who still followed the ancient god Baal) .  The 

following quotation would support that interpretation: "And Elijah came unto all the 

people, and said, How long will you go limping between two different opinions? if the 

LORD be God, follow him: but if Baal, then follow him" ( 1  Kings, 18 :2 1 ) . 

In antiquity, the physical temple pillars supported an invisible god, and today they 

might be described as "divine antennas" that create a link between heaven and earth. 

The Egyptian obelisks served a similar purpose and in the Roman tradition, the dei

ties downright "drove" right into the pillars so that in a magical sense these could be 

interpreted as a ((material basis'' or oversized ccfetishes." The Germanic tribes had holy 

pillars as well, so-called supporters of light. One of the best known was probably the 

wooden pillar Irminsul, which supported the world and the entire universe. (They also 

had "curse stakes.'' ) 

Just as the Temple of Solomon (Solomon was considered one of the most famous .. 
magicians in history!) is understood as a reproduction of the cosmos, the Tree of Life 

also represents ever · g that has been created, and even more because it holds a place 

for the god that hasn't been created yet. In the above speculations, we can already see 

how strongly Kabbalistic symbolism and the practice of magic overlap in the West. 

THE TREE OF LIFE AS A SUPERMATRIX 
Since the Renaissance and the era of Humanism, the Tree of Life has served as a super

matrix for magical operations of all types. As a structural principle, it was also expressed 

in the grade system of the Golden Dawn, which will be mentioned again later. 

For the modern magician, it's vital to learn how to work with the structure of cor

respondences that is found in the Tree of Life since all major analogy systems, magical 

alliances, and magical authors (ranging from the Golden Dawn, which we've already 

mentioned, to Crowley's Argenteum Astrum, William Gray, and Israel Regardie) base 

their work on the matrix of this Kabbalistic image. But for now we only need to concern 

ourselves with the classification of the numbers and planets to the sepl1iroth. 

None of the seven classical planets are allocated to the sephiroth Kether or Chok

mah, although they represent the numbers one and two respectively. Kether is more of 

a ((primum mobile," the initial impulse that triggered all creation. Chokmah represents 

the zodiac as a whole. 
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Binah is the real start of the planetary correspondences. It represents Saturn and the 

number three. Then comes Chesed with Jupiter and the number four, Geburah with 

Mars and the number five, Tiphareth with the sun and the number six, Netzach with 

Venus and the number seven, Hod with Mercury and the number eight, Yesod with the 

moon and the nutnber nine, and finally Malkuth with the earth and the number ten . . 
This is where the Kabbalistic classification of the planets comes from as we've already 

discussed, which is different from the Chaldean classification. (There the sun has the 

value of one, the moon of two, and so on.) 

It's actually a quite un-Kabbalistic error to equate the sephiroth with the planets, 

e.g., as though Binah and Saturn were identical instead of various aspects of one and 

the same basic principle. The way the planets are commonly classified�today is much 

more recent than the Tree of Life, yet you will still encounter documents that deviate 

from this. This is especially corrunon among those authors who try to allocate the non

classical planets (Uranus, Neptune, Pluto) �o the Tree of Life, which sometimes results 

in quite adventurous spiritual contortions, for example when Daath (which is specifi

cally defined as a ''non-sephira» in the Kabbalistic Sepher Yetzirah) is given the status of • 
a full-fledged eleventh sephira in order to put earth on the Tree, which in turn results in 

inexorable contradictions in the numbering of the paths, and so on. 

Nonetheless, it's probably much easier for the modern magician who understands 

more of astrology than of the Kabbalah to work with this planet symbolism than with 

the abstract Hebrew terms, especially since they have more of a keyword function like 

the letters of the Hebrew alphabet as we saw in the last section. In ritual practice, the 

astrological correspondences and the tarot play a much larger role than the orthodox 

Kabbalism of the Tree of Life. · 

The individual sephiroth are connected by the 1nentioned paths, which are also 

numbered (beginning with eleven and going up) . Since there are twenty-two paths, it's 

logical that the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet can be easily allocated here, 

as well as the major arcana of the tarot, despite being developed at a much later date. 

In this way, the Tree of Life becomes a true supermatrix for various magical disci

plines and tools. The number of classifications is virtually unlimited, but for our pur

pose it's sufficient to restrict our studies to the numbers, planets, Hebrew letters, and 
• 

maJor arcana. 
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From a magical point of view, using such a separate charging procedure with a brand ' 
new or all-purpose mirror is definitely better due to the related symbol-logic. After all, 

the mirror represents a gateway not only in a figurative sense but also on an energeti

cally real level, which is why the magician should ensure that it's done properly. 

INFLUENCING OTHERS WITH THE MAGIC MIRROR 
Influencing others with the magic mirror is one of the most powerful applications of 

this tool. This is usually done as follows. After formulating a clear picture of the goal of 

the operation, the magician sits in front of the mirror and enters an appropriate state of 

gnosis. Then an image of the target person is so powerfully evoked that an actual con

scious hallucination appears in the mirror. This should more or less be an optical image 

since the mirror itself is a visually oriented magical weapon and it would probably be 

difficult to achieve similar effects with the other senses. 

One very important spot that is used to influence others, especially for manipulating 

the target person's will, is the so-called «death chakra," or the subtle energy spot located 

just above the base of the back of the neck. All the magician needs to do is transmit a 

ray of energy charged with his or her will and focus it on this point until he or she feels 

that the operation is complete. Then the act is banished with laughter. Despite its ag

gressive-sounding name, the death chakra can also be influenced for healing purposes 

and not just to harm people. 

Charging such a magical ray of energy with one's will can be done in various ways. 

The word ((charge" may be a bit misleading here since it actually involves symbolizing 

the will with the ray instead of actually charging something with energy like a talisman. 

That's why the traditional correspondences work quite well here. If the magician wants 

to harm the target person, for example, he or she could transmit a scorching red ray 

(for Mars), while a calm orange ray (for Mercury) could be used for healing. In classical 

magic, the magician should focus on the goal of the operation as intensely as possible. 

However, according to my experience, it's much more effective to use a sigil that 

was designed with the word or picture method for projecting into the person's death 

chakra. Don't think of the actual meaning of the statement of intent while doing so! 

This method avoids a disruptive type of censor activity, namely when the magician 

• 
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THE INFINITY MEDITATION: STOP OR CONTINUE! 
If you diligently adhered to our exercise plan, you should now be nearing the end of 

the six-month period of practicing the infinity meditation. Take stock of the results 

and detertnine if an · g has changed for you by doing this important exercise. Maybe 

you're not able to see any results at this time yet? Then you should pay particular atten-
• 

tion over the next twenty-four months to see if your visualization skills, intuition, con

centration, or spiritual balance has in1proved by leaps and bounds, which might only 

express itself in a few tiny ways. In any case, when you take the time now to control the .. 

results, you'll surely realize that this exercise was not done in vain! 

But how should you proceed now? Well, that's entirely up to you. Of course, you can 

continue with the meditation as long as you like, but we recoinmend that you continue 

to practice on a daily basis for roughly the first two years of your magical training (six 

months of which you've already completed) ;  after all, if not practiced daily, this medita

tion is basically a waste of time. After these two years you can purposely skip a day or so 

of practice to observe what changes may occur as a result. On the other hand, ifs okay 

to only practice this meditation technique for one more year you decide. 

In any case, the precautionary measures that we
,
ve already mentioned (no alcohol, 

no fever, no drugs before meditating) still apply. Be strict with yourself in this aspect 

because it truly is dangerous to ignore these rules, especially while you are still in the 

learning process. After all, you'll be getting more and more sensitive to subtle energies as 
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you go along and will probably require careful grounding more frequently. It would be 

unwise to disrupt the sensitive alchemistic process thafs going on inside of you parallel 

to your magical training with sudden, uncontrolled emotional outbursts. 

So decide whether or not you want to continue with this meditation practice. If 

you choose to stop, take the time to sutnmarize the results in your magical diary. But 

go ahead and continue with the meditation mantra as sort of a ((background program.'' 

in everyday life. This is particularly interesting for mystically inclined magicians who 

want to use it to gain access to, increase, or maintain a state of transcendence. In ad

dition, this mantra (when properly activated) also serves the purpose of harmonizing 

your breathing, which is a tremendous health benefit as well. 
• 

PRACTICAL EXERCISES 
EXERCISE 66 

GEMATRIA TRAINING (III) 
Create your own Gematric training program. Begin by thinking about how deep 

you actually want to delve into the practice of Gematria. If you're not all that in

terested in this subject, then just work with a minimal program, for example by 

using a Hebrew dictionary to examine the nutnerical relationships between one • 
hundred randomly chosen words. 

If this aspect of traditional magic really captures your interest, then you need 

to design a more comprehensive training program. For example, you could check 

the numerical values of five hundred to a thousand words and meditate on their 

correspondences using Crowley's Liber Sephiroth (appendix to Liber 777) as a 

reference, while making note of your own insights as you go along. 

EXERCISE 67 

TREE OF LIFE PRACTICE (I) 
Memorize the structure of the Kabbalistic Tree of Life and its sephiroth. Draw it 

as often as possible, at first by copying it and then by memory. 
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EXERCISE 68 

• TREE OF LIFE PRACTICE (II) 
Meditate on the classification of male/female to the two outer pillars of the Tree 

of Life. What does it mean? Is· it merely an inner contradiction of the Kabbalistic 

system or is there some kind of hidden polarity to be seen? Record your results 

in your magical diary, even though it may be difficult to put your observations 

into words. 

This exercise will also give you an insight into your own views on the prin

ciples of male and female. 
- . 

EXERCISE 69 

TREE OF LIFE PRACTICE (III) 
Memorize the classification of the planets and numbers on the Tree of Life. Using 

other literature for reference, meditate on why the planets are located exactly 

where they are. To what extent do the planetary principles actually match those 

of the sephiroth, and when do they not? Which classifications do you think are 

doubtful? 
I 

This exercise will help optimize your understanding of Kabbalistic planetary 
• 

magic. 

EXERCISE 70 

TREE OF LIFE PRACTICE (IV) 
Meditate on the middle pillar: What does it mean to reach Tiphareth by means 

of Yesod and then progress on through the Abyss to Kether? In doing do, keep 

the classification of the planets to the sephiroth in mind . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Franz Bardon, The Key to the True Kabbalah 
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a French teacher, a math book, a master plumber, a cultural fihn, or a knowledgeable 

friend who tells you everything about statnp collecting or sexuality. A Sat Guru is the 

((true real guru" who is responsible solely for a person's spiritual development. 

The word ((enlighten" contains the symbolism of light driving away the darkness 

(ccthe sky clears up"),  and this metaphor describes the typical experience of initiation 

quite well, for example as described in the phrase <'Age of Enlightenment." 

The elimination of ignorance by gaining knowledge is also a good part of initiation . 
• 

The way that one respected the authority of his or her undisputed teacher in the early 

days was probably more than just complying with hierarchal-patriarchal structures. It 

was also an expression of the student's feelings during the process of spiritual growth 

as well as a promise to the teacher to become something more than he or she was be

fore with the teacher's help. 

Initiation through instruction can also occur through objects or information car

riers. In shamanic cultures, it's common for an apprentice shaman to be initiated by a 

tree, a rock, or an animal. Instruction doesn't necessarily mean that the initiations are 

((pro feme"; in fact, a good teacher often puts his or her students into a state of revelation 
• 

gnosts. 

According to current nnderstanding, the extremely complicated cosmogonies of late 

Hellenistic Gnosticism were explained by the fact that they were used to dull the intel

lect (censor) in order to enable the actual gnosis (which was also "knowledge revealed" 

as a result of initiation) to reveal itself to the Gnostic. 

A comparison with the koans of Zen Buddhism might be appropriate here. Koans 

are riddles that the masters give their students to meditate on and cannot be understood 

with rational thought alone (e.g., cchear the sound of one hand clapping") .  There is no 

logically discursive answer to koans. Whether or not the student ((solves" them can only 

be seen in his or her reaction when asked to report on the results. Boxing the master's 

ears or a spontaneous retort could both be <<correct" responses or incorrect ones if 

they don't come as a gut reaction (literally from the hara region) .  

INITIATION THROUGH REVELATION 
Generally, initiation through revelation is actually an intermediate stage or the descrip

tion of a specific initiation experience as can or even should be experienced with other 
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Finally, we need to mention the ((calling," for example as required of Catholics 

before being ordained into priesthood. This, too, is a type of initiation similar to the 

shamanic one described above, although usually not accompanied by sickness or 

near-death experiences. 

In summary, let's just remember that initiation is a type of transformation. This will 

become clearer in the next section when we examine the rites of transfortnation (mysti

cal or shamanic). 

PRACTICAL EXERCISES 
EXERCISE 72 

PRACTICAL SIGIL MAGIC ( IV) 
If you haven't already done so already, create a sigil to work as a sort of ccmagical 

landmine'' that will kill anyone who tries to magically attack you against your 

will. (In this aspect, never make the mistake of being too nice if you want to 

prevent worse things from happening! ) Charge the sigil in the usual manner and 

either wear it, carry it on your body, or have it within hand's reach during the 

entire course of your training with this book. Since you'll be working more and 

more with risky magical practices, such passive yet highly effective protection is 

essential! 

Note: I'm perfectly aware that this recommendation may raise a few eyebrows 

and raise a slew of ethical issues for many readers. However, there are several aspects 

to consider here. First, it is entirely up to you to go to these measures or refrain from 

them this can and will be your personal decision alone. Second, the sigil recom

mended here is an entirely defensive one. If charged properly, it will only work in the 

desired manner if you are attacked magically by some other party against your will. 

(This wording "against your will" indicates that you may actually wish to be attacked 

under certain circumstances, e.g., for training purposes in the course of learning com

bat magic, etc.) Third, while experience shows that magical attacks will only very 

rarely lead to a victim's actual annihilation, more often than not this is exactly what 

is being targeted nevertheless. Fourth and finally, there's no doubt that it is always 

preferable not to get involved in any magical war in the first place! But in our view, 
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shaman has to perform for society. As head pastor and prophet of the tribe, he or she 

is responsible for promoting and strengthening cotmnunity togetherness, as the radical 

behavior of certain eccentric individuals is probably even more undesired among native 

tribes than in the industrialized mass society of our civilization. Like in any other cul

ture, shamans have developed rules for dealing with outsiders, and the punishment and 

sanctions for dealing with such individuals are often much stricter than in the "corrupt" 

world of the European civilization. Here's a longer passage taken from Schamanische 

Magie im Alltag, the book by Sujja Su'a'No-ta (see Further Reading), which describes 

the basic attitude that is necessary for any serious study of sha rnanism: 

First we need to realize that, although we can become shatnans, we can never actu

ally become Eskimos, Siberians or Native American Indians. It's easy to believe the 

illusion that just by learning the legends, ceremonies and rituals of a foreign culture, 

we can extinguish our own cultural origin and take on a new heritage. [ . . .  ] 

While some ethnologists and anthropologists were overly skeptical and critical, 

the modern-day students of shamanism make up for this: They believe every word 

that is said to them and follow a path of devotion and blind obedience. The fas

cination that we feel when it comes to the legends, philosophies, ceremonies and 

rituals of foreign cultures makes our world seem gray and insignificant in compari

son. Plus, if one wants to learn from a traditional shaman, he or she is required 

to dedicate body and soul to this foreign world. The contribution of an apprentice 

shaman's own ideas or conceptions is neither appreciated nor tolerated. Nonethe

less, every student yearns for a personal teacher. The feeling of familiarity, of under

standing and solidarity may even be felt by reading the relevant literature. But this is 

nothing in comparison to the personal contact to a shaman and the directness of the 

resulting experiences. [ . . . ] Some shamanic traditions and techniques can be found 

in books and if one has a certain amount of intuitive understanding and has un

derstood the basic rules and laws these can even be expanded on and compre

hended. The shaman, however, puts fear into his or her students, putting them into 

dangerous or confusing situations, leading them around by the end of the nose, and 

so on, so that they learn to recognize their own skills under such physical and men

tal stress. Of course, a person can spend a night alone in the woods to be confronted 

with imaginary threats. However it's much more effective to know that the teacher 
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see .what methods a neighboring tribe uses in war. Lost objects can also be sought and 

found in the Middle World, and quite often this is the level where magical manipulation 

takes place, ranging from death spells to weather spells. 

As elegant as this model may appear to be, it often proves in practice to be nothing 

more than an academic game. Shamanism, with all of its cultural and tribal dogmatism, 

is much too pragmatic to place more value on theory than on practice. If a rain spell 

works better, for example, when the shaman travels to the Lower World instead of to 

the Middle World, he or she (if highly skilled) will be able to brush aside all ideologies 

and get what is needed from the Lower World. The borders often overlap as well, and 

only in rare cases can one make a clear distinction between the worlds, such as many 

European and American authors want us to believe. In fact, it's often what we Western

ers call this notorious unreliability of the shaman in aspects such as punctuality and 

tru ess that show us that often only little distinction is made between the states of 

trance, dream, and everyday perception. So it wouldn't be unusual for a shaman to tell 

you (with no irony intended whatsoever) how he or she took a plane to Australia the 

night before to participate in a ceremony but was back in titne for breakfast the next 

day, and if you're lucky, he or she might even name the exact airline that was taken. In 

a system like this that has a completely different concept of truthfulness and objectiv

ity, it would be silly to try and apply the rigid criteria of Western logic and rationalism. 

After all, it was mainly structural anthropology that opened our eyes to the fact that a 

different ''primitive" type of logic is in no way a sign of collective backwardness, but is 

in itself much more compelling and obvious than the mathematically discursive way 

of thinking that we've just happened to get accustomed to over the past two and a half 

thousand years. 

In this sense, please view the following illustration as merely a rough overview with 

borders that overlap and that shouldn't be taken too rigidly. 

Indeed, it may be fashionable among modern shamans to make clear distinctions 

between the various states of consciousness. It's possible that during the most sacred of 

nagual ceremonies, they might step into the tonal for a second to crack a few (and often 

even dirty) jokes, and then jump right back into the mood of the ceremony and return 

to the nagual. But they're only able to do this because they've fully integrated both types 

of consciousness into one another, everyday and noneveryday reality, so that there's no 

rigid distinction between ''magic" and ((nonmagic." 
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Christian churches; a process of transformation that cannot be reversed even if the person 

involved later proves to be unworthy or even disloyal. This was usually justified by the 

sacramental intervention of a divine power that is basically immune to any type of human 

judgment or negation. (According to the image of this model, a person who performs · 

such rites of passage for priests or totem animal ceremonies is merely an instrument of a 

god or some other transcendental authority, regardless of the word used to describe it. ) 

Other forms of initiation also aim at transforming the initiate, but they only do so 

gradually (according to their own reports) .  The primary concern of such initiations is 

enabling the initiate to experience something that he or she should strive toward repeat

ing again and again until it has been fully integrated into his or her life. This applies to 

most initiations into magical orders, for example when a novice or neophyte candidate 

is brought into contact with the force field of a brotherhood that he or she is expected 

to slowly grow into. 

Even later grade initiations (e.g., <<fellowcraft/journeyman" or «master") are primar

ily designed to give the candidate a ((taste, of what is expected of him or her after the 

grade is awarded. That's why it is often said of such orders that the initiate «grows into" 

a new grade. In this model, the initiate does not receive the grade because he or she 

deserves it (although ideally this should be true for the most part anyway), but rather 

because the higher ranking members feel that he or she has the potential to reach tills 

level one day. The fact that such structures can lead to abuse for power-political pur

poses (which is often the case) has contributed significantly to the bad reputation that 

such orders often have in the public eye. In cases where a member of a magical order re

ceives a certain grade merely because he or she may have donated a substantial amount 

of money to the lodge, or is important to the order in some other way (politically, eco

nomically, culturally, or simply as a journalistic figure), without having the appropriate 

amount of magical potential or skills, will damage the reputation of the brotherhood in 

the long run, doing it more harm than good. Such favoritism causes the overall qual

ity standard to sink and the race for positions, offices, ranks, and honors smothers the 

actual purpose of such an order. 

A quite common rite of passage is the ritual imitation of mystical death. Even if 

an outsider may chuckle at such ''child's play," the experience of such rites, when care

fully planned and powerfully performed, is quite real and can be similar in intensity 

to a near-death experience following an accident. The structure is always the same, for 
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example in the Tibetan Chod rite when the shaman symbolically (but therefore not 

less real or painful) gives his or her body back to the elements under the most horrible 

physical and psychological conditions, or the coffin rite of many Rosicrucian orders 

where the can<lidate lies for a time blindfolded in a coffin like a dead person in order to 

awaken in a new life. A conscious death experience is intentionally sought in order to 

subject the organism as a whole (both physically and mentally) to a deep transforma

tion so that the initiate (following his or her rebirth and renewal) can continue life on 

another "higher" level of consciousness. 

Whoever has completely surrendered to such a ritual death experience knows that this 

should never be done without careful consideration, which is why they only occur in the 

higher grades of some magical orders, if they occur at all. Some shamans speak of three 
., 

or even seven mystical deaths, of a life-long path of development and initiation consisting 

of individual stages that are marked by such death rites. Sometimes it is recommended to 

undergo such rites for health reasons, e.g., once a year for a complete renewal of health

and I personally can vouch for the effectiveness of such a procedure. (After undergoing 

two such death rites within a period of just a few weeks, I learned first-hand how long the 

organism and psyche generally need to thoroughly process such experiences. It resulted in 

health problems, depression, and a deep feeling of insecurity that even had a strong influ

ence on my magical abilities for a significant period of tirne.) 

Technically speaking, most rites of passage are a type of initiation through fear; fear 

that is artificially created in the candidate with the intention of intern1:pting the person's 

everyday consciousness by paralyzing the censor activity and opening the subconscious 

rnind to new experiences. If we apply our second basic formula of magic here, we can 

see that this form of initiation is especially designed to increase the degree of gnosis 

(variable ccg'') ,  to intensify the magical link to the goal (variable eel:' the link to the group/ 

order for initiation into a group),  and to reduce the awareness (variable cca") of the act 

of transformation by paralyzing the conscious mind while at the same time minimizing 

the inner resistance (variable ccr") to this transformation. 

As we've already seen in connection with gnostic excitatory trances, the fear, hor

ror, and fright can act as gateways to magical consciousness and have one considerable 

advantage over many other methods of initiation. They work quickly and thoroughly 

since they directly address a person's primordial biological fears while activating the 

brainstem. On the other hand, the threshold to involuntary comedy is just a small step 

• 
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away, which is why such rituals require very careful, skilled planning and execution. The 

less that the candidate knows about the initiation and what risks he or she will actually 

be subjected to, the more effective the ceremony and the more memorable the experi

ence will be, thus resulting in a deep, long-lasting transformation. 

Initiation through fear includes the comparably less harmless form of initiation 

through generating respect and humility. Often simple psychological tricks are applied, 

for example when a statue made of stone or metal suddenly begins to speak to the initi

ate and reveal personal details ( that the priest speaking through the statue obviously 

found out beforehand), thus giv ing the initiate the feeling that he or she is standing 

in the presence of an all-knowing divine power. This was also common in the ancient 

world, for example during the construction of temples in Egypt, Greece, or Rome dur

ing the classical and pre-classical period with the intention of filling the initiate with 

awe at the sheer size of the structures. In  such an awestruck state, a person is highly 

receptive to suggestions of all types. 

The use of such tricks is not as reprehensible as a rationalistic truth fanatic might think. 
After all, they're not intended to actually <<trick" the believers or keep them «in the dark" 

(although this is often the case) ,  but rather to be used as a technique for inducing gnosis. 

It's a well-known fact that the faking of paranormal effects often enables the manifesta

tion of real phenomena in the first place. If tricks are used during a stage performance, for 

example, to give the observer the impression that telepathy is indeed possible, the person's 

resistance will drop and he or she will become more open to the possibility of telepathic 

success, thus making it easier for the person to induce such phenomena himself/herself. 

The same applies to magic as we've said before, when the magician repeatedly pretends 

to do certain things until the desired effect actually does happen. This type of pretending 

works two ways. Either the magician does it himself/herself (which is generally the case), 

or another person does it instead. In both cases, reality is manipulated according to the 

magician's will so that the "illusion" (which could be better described as a '<paradigm aid") 

is not done for its own sake, but rather is used merely as a tool along the lines of the basic 

principle of chaos magic, «belief is merely a technique." 

Initiation through surprise, on the other hand, is a technique that creates sudden 

astonishment in the candidate, thus awakening his or her inner skills so that they can 

emerge and reveal themselves. This can occur, for exan1ple, during an initiation ritual 

in which all of the Ininute details have been discussed with the candidate beforehand, 
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replace it with his own anthroposophy (meaning ccscience of man,) a clear parallel to 

Crowley that hasn't been mentioned in research yet to the best of our knowledge. 

In fact, the act of self-initiation is basically a magical oath. The magician ritually 

promises to himself/herself or to certain powers that he or she believes in to actively 

pursue the magical path and aspire toward certain magical (life) goals. In doing so, the 

magician is documenting his or her current level of consciousness and development. 

With a certain amount of practical experience, such an act of self-initiation can be just 

as intense as a formal initiation performed by others, although indeed a great deal of 

experience, self-criticism, and power of imagination is required in order to make such a 

ritual truly effective. 

Generally, initiations are once-in-a-lifetime experiences that cannot be repeated un

less the candidate does not pass the initiation the first time and must repeat it at a later 

date (in which case it would be more like an entrance exam) .  During self-initiation 

it's important that the magician is completely satisfied with the energies and states of 

consciousness that were brought about, otherwise he or she might decide to repeat the 

procedure after a certain period of contemplation and continued work on his or her 

magical development. 

In any case, the only thing that really matters in a true initiation is the scope of the 

experience, as already mentioned. Whoever cccollects'' initiations (a common practice 

in magical orders) like some people collect stamps or sexual partners has yet to under

stand the purpose of this most impressive transformational experience. I'm not trying 

to criticize in general the holding of membership in several brotherhoods at once be

cause such multiple memberships can often complement each other in a tremendously 

productive way, and they also prevent narrow-minded one-sidedness. But the relentless 

pursuit of new initiation adventures becomes an end in itself, the experiences stay stuck 

to the surface and cannot be integrated, the initiate's magical personality remains un

developed and desperately clings to legitimistic matters of detail ( ((Which O.T.O. is the 

true one?)) c'Which charter does Order X base its teachings on?») instead of focusing on 

one's own initiation (which is actually the point) and living up to it. Without this true 

initiation of the self, every initiation rite is nothing but a shallow masquerade. 

--
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HOW CAN YOU RECOGNIZE AN INITIATE? 
This is a common question but the wording is not very accurate. The question silently 

assutnes that an initiate must be a person who has gained access to a certain fixed pool 

of knowledge that can be objectified, a pool of knowledge that is the same for everyone. 

In fact, however, the initiate may have the experience that the earth is truly flat while 

another may receive a revelation and firmly believe that we live on a hollow earth with 

its core being made of ice (just to mention two examples). In both cases, it would be 

thoroughly wrong to speak of a ('pseudo-initiation" just because we do not share or 

cannot understand this viewpoint. Fact is, magical initiation results in a change of per

sonality, perception, and the way one views and lives life. It's not about the conveying 

of certain contents or ((truths," but rather about the act of transformation. 'Whoever has 

changed from a normal everyday person to an uncompromising magician; whoever has 

completely changed his or her previous views on ethics and morals and actually dared 

to take this step; whoever has given up everything, absolutely everything, in order to fol

low his or her true self. this is an initiate in the magical sense of the term. There's good 

reason that initiation through instruction is generally not understood as such. After all, 

pure rational thought in itself is not the same as transformation. Only after the newly 

acquired knowledge has sunk in on all levels of the magician's personality does the ex

perience become true ordination, or initiation. 

The biblical phrase c<ye shall know them by their fruits" shouldn't be misunderstood 

as an open invitation to judge everyone and everything according to our own (often 

petty) conceptions while merrily swinging the executioner's axe. Whether or not a per

son is truly initiated or not can only be determined by the person himself or herself, in 

the same way that we reserve the right to decide whether or not we want to deal with 

such a person. Even the frequently quoted maxim that a true initiate never publicly 

refers to hit11self or herself as such is unfortunately not much more than a crude rule 

of thumb that's based on an unreflected modesty ideal. After all, an initiation may actu

ally make a magician present hirnself or herself to the outside world in such a bragging, 

boasting way. 'Who's to decide? 

If you make the decision to pursue the path of a magician throughout the course of 

your entire life, you'll surely undergo countless cclarge" and ((small, initiations over the years 

and automatically be confronted with the initiation of other people (students, apprentices, 
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The derivation of the term ((Freemasons" is disputed, and currently two theories are 

predominant. One says that the medieval ((francs mestiers" or Freemasons received their 

privileges (especially generosity) from the church and not from any worldly authority. An

other claims that the Freemasons were skilled masons, or specialized laborers, who lmew 

how to build a vault with free stones and therefore were privileged because they possessed 

specialized knowledge (which was, for the most part, secret) in the field of constructional 

geometry. But let's forget such historical disputes. For our purpose here, it's much more 

important to observe the central thread that runs through the various explanations, e.g .. , 

that the first ((Freemasons, were cathedral builders (craftsmen) who worked continually 

on a special construction that was considered ccholy' because it pleased God and was dedi

cated to him. Therefore, it would be a logical step to sacralize this activity itself and tum 

it into a sort of occupational religion or mysticism, especially in consideration of the fact 

that the master builders were highly respected (and even feared) by most people who had 

no knowledge of architecture, geometry; reading, and writing due to their vast knowledge 

and closely guarded customs of the trade (today these would be called ((business secrets"). 

In a certain way, they were the medicine men of their era although they were admired, 

there seemed to be something strange about them. 

In the eighteenth century, so-called ((speculative Freemasonry" began to establish itself. 

The admittance of someone who was not a stonemason emphasizes the fact that even then 

they were able to think beyond the ordinary li nuts of their trade. Speculative Freemasonry 

is understood as the symbolic working with the myths and images of the Freemason trade. 

The actual masonic trade no longer stands in the foreground. It is replaced by an interest 

in its ((true" or ''secret" meaning, its position in the world and the role of humanity within 

this cosmic structure. Thus a craftsman's trade as it still exists today becomes a metaphysi

cal organization in which spiritual goals replace physical activity. Later on we'll introduce 

the symbolic and mythical structure that forms the basis of Masonic thought But at this 

point we would like to point out that Freemasonry was and still is a product of the En

lightenment. Their ideals are of humanistic nature, a great deal of their work is charitable, 

the words ((freedom, equality, and brotherhood" are used at least as a declaration of intent, 

even if Freemasons are generally quite loyal to their country (even in their day-to-day 

business), which stifles all accusations of conducting revolutionary intrigues. 

It's also a widespread misconception that there is only one single form of Freema

sonry. In reality there are various different subgroups within the movement that are 
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Since we've already learned enough about symbol matrices and their function 

throughout the course of this book, as well as about initiation in general, there's no 

point in discussing the purpose behind such a structure of degrees. The only important 

thing here is to make note of the division into the three categories (((Entered Appren

tice," ''Fellow Craft," and ''Master'') since many contemporary orders have borrowed 

these from Freemasonry as well. 

Some groups make a distinction between ''earned" degrees, or ''academic" degrees, 

and ''honorary" degrees. While honorary degrees are awarded for special recognitiQn, 

academic degrees require specific work. 

THE LODGE STRUCTURE 
The concept of smaller groups convening within a larger community is surely much 

older than Freemasonry itself. The word "lodge'' is derived fro1n the French loge, and 

is related to Middle Latin lobia and German laube. It originally described an enclosed 

room ( cf., porter's lodge, etc.) or a hut. The most corm11on Masonic definition is ('build

ers' hut" or «guild of masons." A lodge refers to both the organized convening of like

minded persons as well as the place of this meeting itself (also known as lodge house, 

temple, and the like) .  For a long time the word was used as a synonym for «Masonic 

lodge:' which once again shows the great influence that this secret society once had. 

Although many magical orders choose other words (such as ccorient," '(grove:' 

cccoven," ccoasis:' "camp:' or cccave") one could justifiably claim that Freemasonry at least 

had an influence on their organizational structure. Even the practice of legitimization 

by granting a charter, or certified ((permission," to a specific person or group allowing 

them to found further lodges goes back to the example of the Freemasons. (Who, for 

their part, fall back on the religious principle of apostolic succession, albeit without the 

sacramental claim.) 

Due to the great diversity within regular and irregular Freemasonry itself, many 

of our statements are nothing but generalizatjons or rules with countless exceptions. 

Therefore please view this as a general overview that will not necessarily correspond in 

every aspect with all Masonic or Masonic-like organizations. 

In any case, a distinction is made between "Mother Lodges," ((Daughter Lodges," 

'(Grand Lodges," and so on. 
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KNOT MAGIC 
Like most folk magic practices, the field of lmot magjc is quite versatile and the relevant 

literature is often full of contradictory information. The only basic ideas that all of these 

sources can agree on is that magic with strings and knots is an extremely old practice. The 

knots of the Mayas are fairly well known. They were used like an alphabet as a means of 

corm11unication and calculation, and even today the Chinese still refer to a time <<before 

there were knots» to refer to the prehistoric era before humans were able to count. 

Judaism has knots of destruction (e.g., the knotting of willow) that can be used to 

kill a sacrifice. In German tradition, knots had several functions, whereby most had a 

negative or destructive connotation, although they were sometimes used for healing 

or good luck. The Wicca tradition often uses knot spells for various purposes, and it's 

known that Finnish witches (shamans?) of the seventeenth century sold ropes tied in 

knots to seafarers that they could use to raise a wind during calm weather. In general, 

knots were often used for weather spells involving wind and rain. Evidence of knot am

ulets and talismans was also found in ancient Egypt, India, Sicily, and Polynesia. 

The tying or untying of the knots is the significant structural aspect in knot magic. 

In this way, a knot can be used to either bind the desired energies or entities for later use 

(e.g., a good-luck knot), or banisl1 and neutralize undesired energies or entities. As in every 

binding spell, knots can also be used to bind people or restrict their maneuvering space 

(love spell, magical attack). On the other hand, existing ties can also be dissolved, e.g., to 
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ignore hu1nans as a pre-sociological, biological beings that ( if we can place any value 

on both Darwin's and Lamarck's theories of evolution) carries with them the genes 

of their entire course of development, beginning with their origin as a protozoan 

and later life as a primate. Austin Osman Spare dealt with this issue in his magic. His 

concept of ((atavistic resurgence" (or «atavistic nostalgia») is based on the assump

tion that the magician is able to consciously return to prehuman forms of existence. 

In other words, the magician is not only aware of his or her existence as a bird, liz

ard, or amoeba, but magical power is drawn from this awareness and this primeval 

force helps him or her become a truly powerful magician. Of course, this doesn't 

necessarily have anything to do with the theosophical concept of reincarnation as 

is commonly known and popular; instead it has more to do with what Ariosophists 

like to call ccgenetic memory." Although this concept has a strong political overtone, 

I personally feel that it's much more appropriate and, above all, more honest than 

those that involve the annoying flapping around of a bird-like soul of light [ . . .  ] .  

If we view the process of evolution as a form of biological ((civilization:' one can 

see that the evolution of humsman has always been a story of repression. Old instinc

tive behavior dilnirushes more and more, is pushed into the background, and then is 

covered up by the intellect. Although our animal ancestors are still a part of us (which 

we can easily observe at all types of huge events, especially when panic arises, e.g., 

when fire breaks out in a movie theater, and so on) evolution has neatly locked these 

animals up in a ccgene cage.'�\ ((That's where they belong!" some people might say while 

breathing a sigh of relief, and from the viewpoint of social interaction this may even 

be true. But unfortunately these primeval patterns cannot simply be turned off. On 

the contrary, the doors of the cage are often open just a crack and are someti n1es even 

wide open. And so every single one of us is basically a Dr. Jekyll just waiting for the 

right stimulus to allow our Mr. Hyde to step out into the light. (Popular social outlets 

for this today include war, mob fanaticism and crusades of all types, especially the 

paper mob law of the mass media; and more and more sports arenas are filled with • 
flag-waving werewolves, where alcohol does its state-taxed best to release the pressure 

that socialization and civilization cause. [ . . .  ] ) Our civilized skin is only paper thin and 

once the surface has been scratched, it releases our inner beast and it's certainly not 

a noble, graceful nature lover! It may be that such zoomorphing is in turn a projec

tion in itself, but we really do project repressed images most of the time, thus resulting 

in only a subjective ('reality." What anthropologists and psychologists call a mere bad 
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referred to in the Fama as Book M. The latter jewel, whose complete title was probably 

something like Liber Mundi or The Book of the World, was said to contain the secrets of 

the universe. The young man Rosencreutz decides to translate this comprehensive book 

into Latin so that he could share it with others upon his return to Europe. 

After three years in Damcar, Rosencreutz travels to Egypt where he studies natural 

history along with the metaphysical writings attributed to Hermes Trismegistos, the leg

endary ancient Egyptian sage. Next he continues on to the Moroccan town of Fez where 

he studies magic and the Kabbalah. Rosencreutz is amazed at the ease with which the 
• 

Arabians and Africans exchange new thoughts and further develop old ones. This is all 

done merely to increase the general knowledge for the benefit of hu1nanity. And if he 

seemed disturbed by the "impurity" of the magic practiced in Fez, he recognized and 

used the opportunity to promote his own Christian faith . 
• 

Finally, Rosencreutz returns to Europe via Spain. He's eager to pass on his new 

knowledge to others. Naively he expects the Spanish scholars to rejoice at the opportu

nity to improve and correct their inadequate knowledge, false methods, and misguided 

moral philosophy. Instead the young scholar is met with nothing but scorn and hostil- . · 
ity. "But it was to them a laughing matter; and being a new thing unto them, they feared 

that their great Name should be lessened, if they should now again begin to learn and 

acknowledge their many years Errors." Disappointed, Rosencreutz travels to other coun

tries and meets the same response. The people seem only to envy his alchemistic skills 

but he categorically refuses to satisfy this craving. 

Disheartened, Rosencreutz finally returns to Germany to reflect on the foolishness 

of his fellow men. Several years later, he reaches the decision that the world is simply 

not yet mature enough for his great moral and spiritual reformation. 

But he doesn't want to lose all of the scientific and spiritual knowledge that he 
· gained over the years, so he decides to write everything down in books that are to re-

• 

main secret until better, more enlightened times are upon us. He invites three monks 

who grew up with hitn in the cloister to help hirn with this irnportant task. In this way, 

Christian Rosencreutz and his colleagues founded a new, quasi-monastic order, namely 

the "Brotherhood of the Rosicrucians" or simply the Rosicrucians, which (according to 

the author of the Fama) had the single goal of showing others the right path. .. 

Progress is slow because the Rosicrucians spend a great deal of time and energy on 

many other things. Word spreads quickly that Father Christian (as he is then referred 
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alar The inner, i.e., silent pronunciation, is "ah-lahr," evenly stressing each syllable. 

kaha ja as The inner, i.e., silent pronunciation, is 'ckahah-djah-ahz," evenly stressing 

each syllable. . 

taha The inner, i.e., silent pronunciation is ''ta-hah,'' evenly stressing each syllable. 

tasam The inner, i.e., silent pronunciation is ''tah-sahm,'' evenly stressing each syl

lable. 

tas The inner, i.e., silent pronunciation, is ''tahz. " 

tasam The inner, i.e., silent pro11unciation is "tah-sahm," evenly stressing each syl

lable. 

Next, perform the CHEST SIGN. 

Place your angled hand (thumb stretched straight at a right angle) on the left side 

of your chest with your fingertips lightly touching your left arm. Now, draw your hand 

back firmly until it comes to rest on the right side of your body. This will activate the 

heart chakra. (A note of caution: Never perform this hand sign more than five times 
.. 

daily as it constitutes a powerful method for raising the kundalini power! Three times 

daily is generally considered safe .. ) 

After experiencing the Black Shadow, your perception will gradually grow into a 

symphony of colors ranging from a rich black or blue to a soft, even weak red to pale 

green. If practiced diligently, these colors should intensify daily. This part of the work is 

considered as accomplished when the green shadow has turned very bright. 

Next, proceed with the M I DDLE SIGN. 

Place your hand slightly (about one thumb's length) below the chest sign's line and 

draw it firmly across your chest as usual. Use the following mantras during this opera

tion, one per day, several days in a row: 

ah1m The inner, i.e., silent pronunciation, is ''ah-lahm," stressing the second syllable. 

jas The inner, i.e., silent pr.onunciation, is cc djahz." 

sa The inner, i.e., silent pronunciation, is '·'sah." 

cham The inner, i.e. , silent pronunciation, is ''khahm.» 

No fixed nutnber of days being given here by Sebottendorf; you will have to deter

mine the duration of each mantric phase following your own intuition. 
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As far as I know, I was the first person to ever use the phrase ('combat magic" (in Ger

man: Kampfmagie) back in 1984. Two years later, I published a three-part article on the 

subject in the magazine Anubis (see literature references in the Bibliography) . In this 

article I began by giving an overview of the basics of the various types of combat magic. 

The technical aspects were disregarded at first and the initial emphasis was placed on 

eliminating the great number of misconceptions surrounding magic in general, and 

magical warfare in particular. At this time I would like to give a concise summary of 

the function and practice of magical warfare that goes a bit beyond the information 

provided in that article. 

The term cccombat magic" is understood here as the theory and practice of magical 

warfare in all its aspects. Of course, this also includes magical protection! And this pres

ents us already with the first stumbling block. Although magical protection is generally 

considered to be ccgood, positive, constructive, and positive-minded:' and can generally 

appease even the strongest opponents of the Black Arts to some extent, the fact that de

fense has always been an overriding discipline of war (and not the other way around) is 

often overlooked. In the same way that it's impossible to have a purely defensive art of 

warfare that completely ignores the problems, techniques, and practicability of a mili

tary offensive, there's no such thing as pure magical protection that turns a blind eye 

to the reality of aggressive magic intending to kill or destroy. That would be a futile 

attempt to try and uphold fanatical, childish morals appropriate at best to speculative 
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theology, but definitely not among magicians who are predominately concerned with 

the mastery and efficiency of their art. 

Much more important than any techniques are the magician's absolute irreconcil

ability or persistence. Without this basic attitude, every attempt at magical protection 

is at best a matter of luck. Therefore, the first rule is: You must feel absolutely worthy of 

protection. 

And the word ((absolutely" is meant literally here. The only way you can ever have 

a chance of survival in combat magic is with the basic attitude that your own life, your 

own health, and, of course, your own power must be protected and maintained at all 

costs. And this doesn't just mean in your magical everyday life. Magical warfare in its 

more advanced form is a true state of emergency. And since it's very involving and re

quires a great deal of energy and attention, it's rarely attempted without a valid reason 

(except by budding combat magicians who want to perfect their mastery of this disci-• 
pline) . More common, though, are ''minor" attempts at influencing someone else on a 

magical level, often not even consciously, such as a gnawing, profound feeling of hate, 

jealousy, envy, or other feelings released in the heat of the moment that lash out at the 

target person. Even the magician who doesn't have anything to do with professional 

groups is often confronted with this form of offensive magic more than he or she would 

like. For this reason alone, it's a good idea for every magician to be familiar with at least 

the basics of combat magic. 

As everybody knows, magic is all about power and feasibility, therefore there should 

be no exceptions when it comes to magical protection. Just think about all the stories 

about great magicians who were betrayed in the end, the most memorable figure of this 

kind being Merlin. And I'm not talking about whether or not the magician is brought 

down by some "evil woman" as was often the subject of discussion in earlier times. 

Instead, it's more about not allowing even the most intimate friends and partners to 

weaken the magician's power in any way. Whoever doesn't take this advice to heart and 

still lives with the misconception that the world is truly good inside, and that there 

are human relationships that are not of a cannibalistic nature and are free from any 

struggles over territory and supplies and the related temptations, will surely learn his or 

her lesson sooner or later. So you can see that it's not all that easy to follow even the first 

rule of combat magic. Because the yearning for "weaponless security," the need for love 

and affection (which is actually rapacious deep down inside anyway), and the general 
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tendency toward human sentimentality have proved again and again to be dangerous 

allies of those forces and powers that are hostile to the magician. 

On a practical level, this means that the magician should always ensure his or her 

own magical protection with a death curse that is triggered by an attack. We already 

mentioned the principle of a "magical landmine" in connection with sigil magic, so we 

won't go into that again here. There should also be no need to mention the fact that the 

magician can apply the same techniques that he or she uses for healing to cause damage 

or death as well. But as with any type of magic, this should only be done when certain 

conditions are fulfilled, which is the main focus of our examination here. 

The following example of African and Afro-Caribbean magic illustrates the impor

tance of determination and merciless irreconcilability in the field of combat magic. 

Throughout the course of my magical career, I've repeatedly seen examples of the power 

of such magic from this cultural area, as other colleagues can confirm as well. Two ex

amples should suffice here to illustrate what I'm saying. The first example is from my 

own practice, while the second is from a fellow magician of mine. A few years ago, a 

young man called who wanted to take advantage of my magical services. He had lived 

for roughly one year in Jamaica and had married a local Jamaican woman shortly after 

his arrival there. The relationship went to pieces early on. Shortly afterward, he moved 

into a new house with a new girlfriend; the house belonged to an Obeah man. In short, 

Obeah (or Obea) is the Jamaican form of Haitian voodoo. His wife did not endure this 

without comment. One day she appeared at the door. When the man's girlfriend opened 

it, she threw a powder at her feet, causing the girlfriend to become paralyzed for several 

hours. 
· 

After he returned to Germany, he suffered a continuous string of bad luck. He lost 

his job, was often sick, and struggled with financial ruin. By the time he called me, he 

had been in Germany for six months already. We arranged an appointment since I pre

fer to meet with a client personally at first in order to assess the situation. 

The day of the appointment came and the man never showed up. About two weeks 

later, the man called and requested a new appointment without giving any reasons for 

missing the first one. I pointed out that I wasn't particularly interested in clients who 

- felt they could waste my time. With that, I ended the conversation. Apart from my gen

uine annoyance, this was also a test to see how serious the man was about his concern. 

Soon I received an urgent letter in which he profusely apologized for his behavior and 
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practically begged me to give him a new appointment. So I did. But on the day of our 

scheduled appointment, I received a phone call from a friend of the man, saying that he 

couldn't come due to an attack of malaria that put hirn in the hospital. I never heard 

from him again. The suspicion arose that he might have died. After you read the second 

example, the point I want to make should become clear, which is why I don't want to 

mention it yet. 

This time it concerns a friend who is both a nonmedical practitioner and a magi

cian. He had an African patient whose brother was cursed at birth in her homeland. He 

lived in a neighboring European country and struggled with his mental health. The pa

tient asked my colleague if he would be willing to help in the matter and my friend con

sulted me for advice. It appeared that the brother had already literally ccused up" three 

psychiatrists. All three had died within just a few weeks after treatment had begun. 

What can we learn from these examples? First of all, that a successful magical attack 

or death spell can go so far that the victi·m is no longer in a position to even be able to 

accept help, or that potential helpers could even fall victim to this magic as well. Second, 

it demonstrates the great effectiveness of African and Caribbean magic. 

It even poses the question as to whether this type of magic may be more effective 

than Western magic. After all, it's no secret that such things are an everyday part of 

magical life in the African and Caribbean regions and are therefore nothing out of the 

ordinary. It would be a perfect example of dogmatic tradition to study magic and learn 

the appropriate ((techniques,, from a Mganga, an Obeah man, a voodoo Houngan, a 

West African fetish priest, or the like. The pragmatic magician, however, first takes a 

look at the structures behind this magic and realizes that they're not much different 

from Western systems, as we can see in the example of voodoo and other cultures that 

work with possession. In my opinion, the explanation is much simpler: The African re

ligions have no general prohibition against killing. In this sense, they're more radical or 

one could even say more honest than Christianity. Members of the same famHy, clan, or 

tribe are all considered worthy of protection. But everyone else is considered a stranger 

and therefore an enemy with whom one could only do business with during a (usually 

temporary) truce. In other words, the African or Caribbean magician just doesn't have 

the scruples that magicians from Judea-Christian cultures struggle with, even when they 

think that they've gotten rid of their primary religious and ethic disposition long ago. 
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This realization is of great itnportance to combat magic in another aspect as 

well. As everyone knows, the representatives of ''white" esotericism repeatedly spread 

rumors that "black" magic always returns to the responsible party. That may prevent 

children (or even immature adults) from being naughty, which is a reflection of the 

typical Christian method of education that uses fear and terror. But if we look at the 

history of Western magic we'll find several examples (especially in more modern his

tory) of how this argument was used. One of the main preachers of this philosophy was 

theosophy, but even in the Golden Dawn it was common. ((Pure, white, good" magic was 

advertised everywhere, and, at the same time, unwelcome rivals and rebellious members 

were accused of performing "black magic." One may chuckle about such things today, 

but the soil from which this sprouted is still fertile. 

Even more dangerous, though, is the false sense of security that such statements 
• 

provide the esoteric with. After all, nothing would be more incorrect than to assume 

that you're safe from another person's magical attack just by believing that some divine -
principle of revenge will punish the evildoers. Apart from the fact that, even in such a 

case, it would be extremely undesirable to first fall victim to an attack before (possibly 

even posthumously!) ,  being able to take pleasure in the villain's punishment. This nar

row-minded fantasy unfortunately also fails to recognize the basic mechanisms of how 

combat magic works. Indeed, one can often observe that magicians who initiate an at

tack frequently suffer sudden reactions (the technical term for this would be repercus

sions), but the great number of magicians who are successful with such offensive attacks 

prove that this cannot be a mere result of some ((natural law" that protects the weak. 

Instead, there are two other explanations for this phenomenon that make much 

more sense. First of all, it's possible that a magical attack is reflected off of the target 

person's protective wall. After all, the purpose of all protective or defensive magic is 

to make things like this happen in the first place. Such a protective wall doesn't neces

sarily have to be erected consciously. For example, we know that one can be incredibly 

i1nmune to magic if one doesn't believe in it. (Of course such people have their weak

nesses, too, that an experienced combat magician can quickly uncover and target spe-

cifically, but that shouldn't concern us here.) 
· 

Even the connection to a different force field that may be quite strong and rejects 

anything foreign (e.g., belonging to a certain religious community) could offer a cer

tain an1ount of protection. The fact that such protection couldn't hold ground with an 
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experienced combat magician is another story; in any case, it could filter out the rough 

spots and therefore can be said to hold a certain albeit limited value. 

The second obstructing factor consists of the psychological conditioning of the ma

gician himself or herself. If the magician has even the slightest moral doubt or scruples 

in the farthest comer of his or her mind at the thought of possibly ccdoing something 

forbidden," then failure is inevitable. When presenting arguments on the basis of the 

psychological model, this could be viewed as a mechanism of self-punishment that the 

moral authority of the super ego uses to punish such a violation against ethic condi

tioning. When applying the spirit model, this could even be viewed as ((betraying" one's 

own spirit helpers and literally stabbing them in the back by secretly disapproving of 
• 

their actions �d failing to recognize the highly important aspect of acknowledging 

them for their help, resulting in their desire to get revenge on the magician in order to 

make him or her aware of this violation of a taboo, thus enabling the working relation

ship to regenerate. 

(Now sit back for a few minutes and think about how the repercussions could be 

explained according to the energy and information models. This will deepen your un

derstanding of the problems involved while at the same titne training your ability to 

explain such things.) • 
Therefore, we can see that there doesn't necessarily have to be some kind of inter

vening transcendence involved in order to explain such magical phenomena. In applica

tion to our practice, this leads us to the conclusion that there,s no point in imagining 

you're safe when this security consists of not much more than wishful thinking. Mean

while, you've probably gained enough practical experience to recognize that magic is 

more than just positive thinking, powerful wishing, and hope for success. Instead it's 

much more about recognizing and being able to use a whole number of conditions and 

networking them to bring about the desired results. 

Every experienced Western magician is familiar from his or her own practice with 

the deep-rooted fear of taking control of his or her own destiny and possibly even being 

the judge over the life and death of others as well. After all, we
,
ve all been shocked at 

one time or another at the efficiency of our own magic, right? Indeed, even experienced . 
old hands of the trade get weak in the knees when they see the results of their magic 

first-hand, and I'm not at all talking about just destructive or combat magic. It seems 

to be a basic characteristic of monotheistic civilizations to view magic in general as a 
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taboo, and of institutionalized religions (as already mentioned) to claitn a monopoly on 

magic. In this way, taboos were created throughout the millenniurns altho·ugh they had 

no effect for the most part on polytheistic and especially animistic cultures. If we would 

learn from an African medicine man or a Haitian voodoo priest, we'd learn more than 

just a bunch of skills and techniques, we'd also learn irreconcilable unscrupulousness at 

its best when it comes to pursuing our magical goals. 

In organized crime it's cotrunon to put new members to the test by having them 

commit a murder, possibly even of a close relative. Crirninal groups such as the Mafia, 

the Camorra, or the Cosa Nostra are a few examples that practice this custom. This 

practice is used to not only make the candidate subject to blackmail and thus easy to 

manipulate, but the main reason is probably to have the candidate prove that he or she 

is free of all taboos, squeamishness, and moral doubt and is thus able to serve the group 

effectively. After all, dreaming and idealizing about a romantic career as a robber or 

pirate is definitely not the same as facing the everyday challenges of hard reality (and 

constantly reliving the memories of the gurglings of one's own murder victims). 

Of course, some magicians may find this comparison a bit tacky. But this is more 

than 'just an expression of not wanting an · g to do with <'such things" and only being 

interested in protection within the context of only what is absolutely necessary. But let's 

stick to our example. A person can protect oneself from the average pickpocket or bur

glar with fairly little effort; but it would obviously be much more difficult to face an 

opponent such as the Mafia. In the same way, it would be quite rare for a magician to 

come into conflict with a professional, and therefore the usual, comparatively harmless 

protection measures would generally suffice. But it's all about recognizing the limits 

to magical efficiency in particular one's own lirnits and being able to expand them 

when necessary. 

RECOGNIZING A MAGICAL ATTACK 
Paranoia is only of benefit to the enemy. Feeling as though one has been magically attacked 

without any real valid reason is nothing but a compensation for an inferiority complex, 

isolation, a lack of appreciation, and the like. Nearly ninety percent of the supposed cases 

of magical attack are actually nothing but self-deception or mental disturbances on the 

part of the alleged victim. That makes it all the more difficult to distinguish a real magical 
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attack from an imaginary one. Unfortunately, there are no ready-made solutions to this 

and the magician is forced to rely on his or her experience and intuition, thus risking the 

possibility of actually encouraging the client's/patient's paranoia (or even the magician's 

own) by agreeing with hitn or her. The old shamanic spirit model doesn't have this prob

lem for the most part, at least in regards to the therapeutic aspect of magical protection. 

Since the shamans mainly work with spirits and occasionally with powers (energy model), 

it basically doesn't matter whether the h� \,A..&. entities that have taken hold of the patients 

were specifically sent by a hostile magician or whether they were lured by accident or the 

patient's weakness ·· regardless of the origin, they need to be removed and their return 
• 

prevented. However, it becomes problematic here, too, as soon as an attempt is made to 

find an offender, especially with intentions of revenge. 

Therefore, it's always best to just protect such a client and not be set on finding out 

who is responsible. If this protection is successful, the opponent (if there really is one) 

will either double his or her efforts, which will make it easier to locate the person, or he 

or she will suffer a setback that can weaken or even kill the person, or at least put him 

or her out of action for a while. This is a very pragmatic approach that has often proved 

effective in practice. Nonetheless the magician should still try and deter1nine as clearly 

and precisely as possible whether or not the magical attack was�eal or imaginary. The 

magician should be prepared for the possibility that a paranoid, maybe even schizo

phrenic patient (described according to the spirit model as an ((evil sour' and consid

ered incurable as we've already mentioned) could feed on the magician)s attention like 

a vampire to an incessantly increasing degree until the reports from the ''magical front" 

get even more bizarre and the magician begins to question his or her own sanity with 

good reason. In this case, an exorcism would be more appropriate than combat magic. 

In my own experience with combat magic, in the cases that have later proved to be 

true magical attacks (either by observing the effectiveness of the protection measures 

applied, through the reports of witnesses or confessions by the attackers themselves), 

I've observed predominately the following symptoms: 

sleeplessness 

nightmares 

memory lapses 

hallucinations 

feelings of fear and anxiety 
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accelerated heartbeat 

dizzy spells 

weakness of the immune system 

nervous behavior 

fainting spells 

depression 

suicidal thoughts 

increase in accidents 

run ofccbad luck" 

betrayal of close friends 

failure/ absence of allies 

failure of magical operations 

• 

• 

This list is by no means complete and it shouldn't be used to mechanically check off 

the applicable symptoms and thus determine whether a genuine magical attack has oc

curred or not. Often the mistake is made of focusing on just one single symptom and 

using that to make a rash, generalizing conclusion that an attack has happened. But 

even if a number of these symptoms are present, it still requires the experience and in

tuition of the magician (that cannot be formalized) to help make a final decision. Such 

experience cannot be learned from books, though, and in no way can it be conveyed 

in written form. That's why I can only recommend that you apply and examine the 

techniques and effects of magical attacks with other magicians. In many student/master 

relationships this often happens on the part of the teacher without any advance warn

ing of course, only after the student has been sufficiently prepared through his or her 

training in magical protection. 

THE APPLICATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TERROR 
• 

As everyone knows, just mentioning the words ccmagical attack" is enough to affect a 

superstitious victim. The rest happens on its own according to the usual psychological 

patterns. Whoever spreads weed killer in the shape of a pentagram on to a superstitious 

neighbor's lawn so that the magical symbol just seems to appear out of nowhere a few 

•• 
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days later will require very little effort to give his or her victim the coup de grace. Ad

vertising and political propaganda, religious missionary work and <<ecological Pietism" 

(Sloterdijk); they all work with such methods of stirring up deep-seated, archaic human 

fears and exploiting them for their purpose. The only thing that can help is inner cen

tralization as we've stressed repeatedly throughout the course of this book. Never before 

was banishing laughter so important than here, and it's incredibly efficient when used 
• 

against this type of attack. 

Therefore I'd like to once again point out the importance of using the element of 

humor to restore balance in our magical practice (which seems so grim at times) , and 

how it should be an integral, technical part of our work since it serves as both a means 

of defense and an expression of inner strength. Although it needs no justification, it 

cannot be stressed enough in a scene that even today tends to feel that smiling and 

enlightenment cannot go hand in hand and that everything spiritual is superior to the 

frivolous. Dogmatism in particular still refuses to recognize that humor and cheerful

ness are not necessarily mere expressions of stupid foolishness, but instead that they 

actually fulfill true survival functions . 

• 
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TABLE RAPPING 
If we want to fully understand the folk magical practice of table rapping, we first need to 

be aware of how such a relatively unusual practice originally came into being in the first 

place. In rural farming cultures, the function of the table has always been surrounded 

by folk magical beliefs. In early titnes, stone tables were used to hold offerings to spirits, 

dead heroes, and other dead people. In connection with the consecration of food as is 

common to many communities, the table holds a function similar to that of the altar or 

offering stone that we're already familiar with from the Stone Age. 

Thus it should come as no surprise that there are a whole number of different cus

toms, traditions, and taboos concerning the table. For example, in some Thuringian 

villages the table and the Bible were considered part of the house inventory. If the house 

was sold, these items had to remain in the house. The table was also significant as a sym

bol of domesticity and a guarantee for clan happiness, and was used for the spirit meal 

and upholding the fixed seating arrangement and table manners. It was often prohib

ited to move the table at all, and it was even clamped down in some regions at certain 

times. In many places, it was even excluded in the seizure of property. Another co1mnon 

custom is to set the table for one extra person during festivities in order to pacify the 

spirits and ensure happiness and prosperity. Hasidic Jews traditionally set the table for 

one extra person during Passover in order to feed the Messiah in case he suddenly re

·veals himself. 

• 
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Any table scraps that fall to the floor are considered property of the spirits and the 

dead. In both Sweden and Serbia, it was customary to silently throw food offerings 

under the table during the Christmas meal, and in Denmark on Christmas Eve any food 

or drinks spilled were only allowed to be touched after sunrise. In the German region 

of Middle Franconia, it was even customary to place a doll underneath the table during 

the harvest meal and to feed it the same arnount of food as any other person at the table 

would receive. In Bavaria, on the other hand, a wooden doll placed under the table was 

said to keep away little monsters. 

According to some traditions, devils and demons live under the table. Although 

folklore goes on the principle that spiritistic table rapping and tapping first found its 

way into folk magic through higher society, it's nevertheless present even today in rural 

cotnmunities as well. From the above statements, it would seem quite appropriate to use 

the table as an instrument for contacting the spirit world. 

The technique used for this is relatively simple. The participants sit silently around 
• 

the table with the palms of their hands spread flat on its surface with the tips of their 

pinkies touching those of the people in the chairs next to them. Then a few calm, deep 

breaths are taken and the leader begins calling or questioning the spirits. After a while, 

the table begins to move without any specific direction. Sometin1es spectacular PSI phe

nomena may occur, such as the table levitating even after the participants have stood up 

to follow its movements. The main purpose of this, however, is for questioning spirits 

for divination or obtaining other information, whereby the answer is given by the spirit 

or dead person by means of rapping or knocking, and then the answers are interpreted 

correspondingly. 

PRACTICAL EXERCISES 
BXERCISB 100 

DEVELOPING COMBAT MAGIC SKILLS (1) 

Rub the palms of your hands together hard until they get quite hot. Then move 

your hands slowly apart and then back together again repeatedly until you feel 

the resistance, similar to the technique for feeling an aura. Now pretend that you 

are feeling an invisible wall in front of you with only your hands. Practice this 
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exercise daily for several months, for example after showering or before going to 

bed. This will sensitize you to subtle energies. 

EXERCISE 101 

DEVELOPING COMBAT MAGIC SKILLS (II) 
Here is a partner exercise. Both magicians stand facing each other about ten feet 

apart. After activating your hands by rubbing them together hard, one person 

raises the right hand to act as the ((transmitter," and the other person raises the 

left hand to act as the <<receiver." The transmitter sends subtle energy in waves 

toward the middle of the palm of the hand of the other person. Once this person 

feels this flow of energy (e.g., hot or cold sensation, tingling, etc.), he or she raises 

the right hand while keeping the left hand raised, and sends the energy received 

right back to the transmitter, who raises the left hand as well. With all four hands 

raised, this creates a circulation of energy with the direction changing at times. 

To increase the difficulty of the exercise, both magicians should close their 

eyes while practicing. 

EXERCISE 102 • 
DEVELOPING COMBAT MAGIC SKILLS (III) 

This is a partner exercise for three. A receiver sits blindfolded on a chair and 

raises both activated palms. Each transmitter focuses his or her energy beam 

onto one palm of the receiver (each transmitter supports the wrists with the free 

hand and aims with the forefinger like a pistol). When the receiver feels the en

ergy, he or she gives a sign with the affected hand. When the receiver feels the 

energy with the other hand as well, another signal is given accordingly. Now the 

transmitters steer their energy beams off to the side. The task of the receiver is to 

follow the beams with his or her hands. The transmitters observe the procedure 

by watching their line of target and give corrections when necessary. 

After a while, the three magicians should switch roles. 
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EXERCISE 103 

DEVELOPING COMBAT MAGIC SKILLS (IV) 

Now, an astral knife fight as a partner exercise. After first performing Exercise 

1 02, each person takes hold of a combat knife. An astral knife fight is held with

out any physical contact. Anything is allowed with the exception of physical con

tact feinting, evasive maneuvers, jumping, and so on. The energies (the '(stab

bing") should be felt as distinctly as possible. If necessary, repeat Exercise 1 02 

more frequently (throughout several sittings) until the sensitization is sufficient . 

• 
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